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Introduction

If we think light as a set of photons, we are used to think them as a non
interacting particles. Indeed, the photon-photon interactions in vacuum can
occur via virtual excitation of electron-positron pairs [1] but the cross-section
is so small that we cannot expect it to play any role in realistic experiments.
It is possible, anyway, to mediate the interactions between photons via non-
linear polarization of non-linear optical media.

Among the different configurations investigated in the last decades, a
regime that turned out to be very promising is the strong light-matter cou-
pling regime, in which the photon is mixed to with matter degrees of freedom
forming a new quasi-particle, the polariton. It can be achieved in different
material systems (atomic gases [2], semiconducting solid-state media in bulk
and in cavity geometries [3], circuit-QED based on superconducting Joseph-
son junctions [4]).

We have focused our study on a fluid of light formed by a nearly-detuned
laser passing through a rubidium vapour. We create a photon fluid with a
high power pump and we add a perturbation on the top of it with a weaker
probe, studing the evolution of the perturbation along the z-axis. A sim-
ilar experiment was performed by David Vocke et Al. [5] with a different
kind of medium. In their system the non-linearity was originated by ther-
mal effects and they had intrinsic non-locality problems limiting the possible
applications: we don’t have this kind of problems working with atoms.

In chapter 1 we will briefly review the theory of the propagation of elec-
tromagnetic waves in a non-linear medium. I will explain why, in our
system, we can say that we “remap” the time with the z variable. In
addition we will have a look on the theory of a weakly interacting
Bose gas, in the zero and second-order approximation. Finally, we will
see how we can express this in the language of the quantum fluids of
light and some experiment with this type of system proposed by Iacopo
Carusotto in his theoretical work[6].

In chapter 2 we will describe the technique employed to set up the lasers
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used in the experiment and the technique we used to measure and lock
the working frequency.

In chapter 3 we will see the theoretical origin of the non-linearity, and an
experimental characterization of it that has allowed us to choose the
working point for the following experiment.

Finally, chapter 4 is devoted to the discussion of the superfluidity exper-
iment. First of all I will explain the idea of the experiment, adapting
the theory seen in chapter 1. Then we will have a deeper look on the
experimental setup and on all the experimental problems we found. At
the end I explain the Analysis procedure and I show the first results
obtained.

Conclusion Here I resume the results, ad shortly describe further possible
developments.

The appendixes contain a deeper look on the program used to drive the
experiment, with a line by line explanation to let the reader clearly
understand the code.



Chapter 1

Theory

1.1 Non-linear medium
The experiment studies the evolution of the light inside a non-linear medium.
So, it is useful to clarify what is a non-linear medium and how we can quantify
its non linear characteristic.

The interaction of a non-linear medium with an incident beam of light
can be described in terms of the non linear polarization. The polarization P⃗
defines how a material responds to an applied electric field and, in turn, how
the material influences that field. The response of the system to a change
in the electric field can be quantified via a quantity known as susceptibility.
In more general terms, if we consider a change in the electric field as a
fluctuation and the subsequent change in the polarization as a response to it,
the susceptibility χ is related to the electric field E⃗ and to the polarization
P⃗ via the equation (1.1).

P⃗ = ϵ0χ(E)E⃗ (1.1)

In addition, it is related to the permittivity via the Clausius-Mosotti relation

χ = ϵr − 1 (1.2)

Now we can give a definition of a non-linear material: it is a material
whose susceptibility is not constant and depends non linearly on the electric
field.

For isotropic media the susceptibility is a complex function, the polariz-
ability is directed in the same direction of the electric field and we can write
the susceptibility with a Taylor expansion in the electric field

P = P0 + ϵ0χ
(1)E + ϵ0χ

(2)E2 + ϵ0χ
(3)E3 + . . . . (1.3)

9



10 CHAPTER 1. THEORY

χ(1) is the linear susceptibility, while the higher orders are known as second-
order, third-order, n-order susceptibilities.

For the anisotropic media the higher order susceptibilities are usually
(n− 1)-order rank tensors, as the polarization can have a different direction
from the field.

For centrosymmetric materials, χ(2) = 0 [7]. So we can rewrite the ex-
pression (1.3) as

P = ϵ0χ
(1)E + 3ϵ0χ

(3)E3 ≡ ϵ0χeffE(ω) (1.4)

where we have assumed the medium to be non-polarized when E = 0 and
the factor 3 takes care of various effects, as sum-frequency and difference-
frequency generation. Such medium can be denoted also as a χ(3)-medium.

Now we look for the expression of the refractive index n = n0+n1 |E|+n2 |E|2.
Remembering that

n2 = ϵr = χeff + 1 (1.5)

we can easily find

n0 =
√

1 + χ(1), (1.6a)
n1 = 0, (1.6b)

n2 = 3χ(3)

4n0
. (1.6c)

The measurable quantity is usually the intensity of the beam rather then
the amplitude of the electric field. The intensity I is defined as the average
power per unit area and can be written

I = 2n0ϵ0c |E(ω)|2 (1.7)

So, writing n = n0 + n2I we obtain from the equations (1.6)

n0 =
√

1 + χ(1), (1.8a)

n2 = 3χ(3)

4n2
0ϵ0c

. (1.8b)

Now that we have defined a non-linear medium and we know how to
describe it in term of non-linear susceptibility and non-linear refractive in-
dex, we need to study more in detail the propagation of the electromagnetic
radiation inside such medium.
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1.2 Non-linear wave equation
Let’s suppose to work, as we will do really in the experiment, with each
beam linearly polarized, each in the same direction. We can therefore omit
to consider the polarization degree of freedom in our discussion.

So, if we omit the polarization, we can describe the propagation of the
light in a non-linear medium with the standard non-linear wave equation:

∂2
zE (r⃗⊥, z) = −∇2

⊥E (r⃗⊥, z)−
ω2

0
c2

[
ϵ+ δϵ (r⃗⊥, z) + χ(3) |E (r⃗⊥, z)|2

]
E (r⃗⊥, z)

(1.9)
were E is the complex amplitude of the monochromatic field (field amplitude)
and the Laplacian ∇2

⊥ is taken on the transverse coordinates (x, y) = r⃗. We
assume the spatial modulation of the linear dielectric constant δϵ slowly
varying in space. Also the modulation of the effective dielectric constant
introduced by the optical non-linearity χ(3) is very small: so, as the variation
of the field amplitude with r⃗ is small enough we can perform the paraxial
approximation.

Let’s write E (r⃗⊥, z) = ε (r⃗⊥, z) eik0z were ε (r⃗⊥, z) is slowly varying and
k0 =

√
ϵω0/c, and let’s put it on the equation (1.9). We obtain:

∂2
zε (r⃗⊥, z) eik0z + 2ik0∂zε (r⃗⊥, z) eik0z − k2

0ε (r⃗⊥, z) eik0z =

−∇2
⊥ε (r⃗⊥, z) eik0z − ω2

0
c2

[
ϵ+ δϵ (r⃗⊥, z) + χ(3) |ε (r⃗⊥, z)|2

]
ε (r⃗⊥, z) eik0z.

(1.10)

We can now simplify the exponential part and, remembering the value of k0,
we observe that the last term on the left of the equation is the same as the
first one in the square bracket. So, we can simplify them. We have now:

∂2
zε (r⃗⊥, z) + 2ik0∂zε (r⃗⊥, z) =

−∇2
⊥ε (r⃗⊥, z)−

ω2
0
c2

[
δϵ (r⃗⊥, z) + χ(3) |ε (r⃗⊥, z)|2

]
ε (r⃗⊥, z) . (1.11)

Now we assume |∇2
⊥ε| /k2

0 ∼ |∂zε| /k0 ≪ 1 (paraxial wave approximation).
In this limit we can then neglect the first term on the left obtaining:

i∂zε (r⃗⊥, z) = −∇
2
⊥ε (r⃗⊥, z)

2k0
− k0

2ϵ
[
δϵ (r⃗⊥, z) + χ(3) |ε (r⃗⊥, z)|2

]
ε (r⃗⊥, z) .

(1.12)
This equation is formally analogue to a non-linear Schrödinger equation with
a positive effective mass that is proportional to k0. We can now rewrite it in
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the form:

i∂zε (r⃗⊥, z) = −∇
2
⊥ε (r⃗⊥, z)

2k0
− [V (r⃗⊥, z) + g] ε (r⃗⊥, z) . (1.13)

were we have defined

V (r⃗⊥, z) = −k0δϵ (r⃗⊥, z)
2ϵ (1.14a)

and

g = −χ
(3)k0

2ϵ , (1.14b)

interpreting the first one as the potential generated by a modulation of the
dielectric constant and the second one as the interaction term between the
photons.

Now, looking to the equation (1.14a), we can see that a higher refractive
index can be regarded as an attractive potential, on the opposite a lower
one can be regarded as a repulsive potential. There are several systems to
experimentally generate this: in an atomic non-linear system as in our case,
for example, we can use a laser to change the atomic population in a given
state.

The g coefficient of the equation (1.14b) represents the mutual interac-
tion between photons. A focusing non-linearity (χ(3) > 0) corresponds to an
attractive interaction, as we obtain g < 0, on the other hand a defocusing
non-linearity (χ(3) < 0) gives rise to repulsive interaction. In this theoret-
ical introduction we are going to concentrate on the repulsive interaction
(χ(3) < 0), that is more stable, and for that reason the non-linearity we used
in the experiment is a defocusing one.

In the experiment, a laser beam is impinging on the medium, and its
amplitude profile E0 (r⃗⊥) fixes the intial condition ε (r⃗⊥, z = 0) = E0 (r⃗⊥).

Remembering the Gross-Pitaevskii equation

iℏ
∂Ψ (r⃗, t)

∂t
=
(
− ℏ2

2m∇
2 + V(r⃗) + g |Ψ (r⃗, t)|2

)
Ψ (r⃗, t) (1.15)

we can make an analogy between the equations (1.13) and (1.15): it is im-
portant to observe than in the first one the z-coordinate plays the role of
the time. This is a crucial point that it is worth to stress: in systems de-
scribed by the equation (1.13) the evolution in space along the z coordinate
is equivalent to the temporal evolution for systems described by the (1.15)
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1.3 Weakly interacting Bose Gas
After having clarified what is a quantum fluid of light, to understand his
superfluid behaviour we need the theory of the weakly interacting Bose gas,
that will bring us to find the Bogoliubov dispersion law. I follow here the
treatment made from L. Pitaevskii and Sandro Stringari [8], adapting the
notation to our purpose.

1.3.1 Zero-order approximation
We can consider a gas with a numerical density n as rarefied when the average
inter-particle distance d = n− 1

3 is larger than the range of the interatomic
forces r0. This allows us to simplify the problem in two different ways:
first of all we can consider configurations with only two particles interacting,
neglecting any three-particle interaction, and secondly we can consider only
the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function of their relative motion. This
means that the properties of the system can be expressed as a function of
the scattering amplitude. In addition, we require the temperature of the gas
to be lower than the critical temperature for the Bose-Einstein condensation.
So the momentum p has to satisfy

pr0

ℏ
≪ 1. (1.16)

In this situation the scattering amplitude can be regarded as independent of
the energy and the scattering angle and can be replaced with its low level
value which is determined by the scattering length a, according to the stan-
dard scattering theory. So, we expect that a single parameter, the scattering
lenght, characterizes all the effects of the interaction on the physcal pro-
prieties of the gas. Particularly, we can rewrite the diluteness condition as

|a| ≪ n− 1
3 . (1.17)

The Hamiltonian of the system is:

H =
∫ (

ℏ
2m∇Φ†∇Φ

)
dr + 1

2

∫
Φ†Φ†′V (r⃗′ − r⃗) ΦΦ′dr′dr. (1.18)

were V is the potential. Calling V the volume occupied by the gas and
supposing the gas to be uniform we write:

Φ (r⃗) =
∑

p⃗

âp⃗
1√
V
ei p⃗·r⃗

ℏ (1.19)
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Where âp⃗ is the operator annihilating a particle in the single-particle state
with momentum p⃗, witch satisfies the periodical boundary conditions. By
replacing it in the (1.18) we find

H =
∑

p⃗

p2

2mâ†
p⃗ âp⃗ + 1

2V
∑

p⃗1 p⃗2 q⃗

Vq⃗ â
†
p⃗1+q⃗ â

†
p⃗2−q⃗ â

†
p⃗1
â†

p⃗2
(1.20)

with Vq =
∫
V(r⃗) exp [−iq⃗ · r⃗/ℏ] dr.

As discussed above, all the physical characteristics with our approxima-
tions depend only on the scattering length a; therefore we can avoid to use
the real potential V and substitute it with an effective potential Veff to which
we can safely apply the perturbation theory: the only requirement is that
the scattering length must be the same. Furthermore as we consider only
small momenta in the solution of the many body problem, we can consider
only the first term (q⃗ = 0) of the Fourier transform of Veff:

V0 =
∫
Veff(r⃗)dr. (1.21)

The equation (1.20) becomes:

H =
∑

p⃗

p2

2mâ†
p⃗ âp⃗ + 1

2V V0
∑

p⃗1 p⃗2 q⃗

â†
p⃗1+q⃗ â

†
p⃗2−q⃗ â

†
p⃗1
â†

p⃗2
. (1.22)

Now, we have to replace the operator

â0 ≡
√
N0 (1.23)

in the Hamiltonian (1.22). This is possible with the effective soft potential,
whose perturbations are small at all distances; here we see another advantage
to use it instead of the real potential, that is strong at small distances and
does not allow this approximation. In an ideal gas, with T = 0, the only
state with an occupation number different from zero is the ground state.
In a diluted real gas, this is not true, but we can consider only few atoms
in states different from the ground one, and neglect them in the zero-order
approximation. This means that, in the first approximation we can neglect
all the terms with p⃗ ̸= 0. This implies N0 ∼ N . From the equation (1.22) we
obtain for the ground state:

E0 = N2V0

2V = 1
2Nng (1.24)

where for the last term we have used V0 = 4πℏ2a/m valid in the same
approximation, where n = N/V and where we have defined

g = 4πℏ2a

m
. (1.25)
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g is the interaction coupling constant, and it’s fixed by the scattering length a.
The equations presented are valid with arbitrary interaction strength, includ-
ing the extreme case of the hard sphere: anyway the relation V0 = 4πℏ2a/m
linking the parameter V0 and the scattering length is valid only in the first
order Born approximation.

The pressure, according to equation (1.24) is different from zero at zero
temperature:

P = −∂E0

∂V
= gn2

2 (1.26)

We can therefore find the sound velocity c using the hydrodynamic relation
that relates it to the partial derivative of the numerical density with respect
to the pressure. By reversing and deriving the expression we have just found
for the pressure, we have:

1
mc2 = ∂n

∂P
= 1
gn

(1.27)

And therefore:
c =

√
gn

m
(1.28)

1.3.2 Second order approximation
Let’s go now to further order of approximation. Up to now we have only
considered the particles with p⃗ = 0. Due to the conservation of the mo-
mentum, the terms with only one particle operator with p ̸= 0 do not enter
in the Hamiltonian: so let’s consider second order terms, with two particle
operators with p⃗ ̸= 0. From the Hamiltonian (1.20), we get

H = V0

2V â
†
0â

†
0â0â0 +

∑
p⃗

p2

2mâ†
p⃗ âp⃗

+ V0

2V
∑
p⃗ ̸=0

(
4â†

0â
†
p⃗ â0âp⃗ + â†

p⃗â
†
−p⃗ â0â0 + â†

0â
†
0âp⃗â−p⃗

)
(1.29)

Now, as before, we can replace â0 and â†
0 with

√
N in the third therm of

the equation (1.29) as it is already of the second order in âp⃗; anyway, in the
first term we have to work with higher accuracy: for that we can use the
normalization relation â†

0â0 +∑
p⃗ ̸=0 â

†
p⃗ âp⃗ = N to obtain

â†
0â

†
0â0â0 = N2 − 2N

∑
p⃗ ̸=0

â†
p⃗ âp⃗ (1.30)
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In the same way, we should use a more accurate expression for V0. From the
perturbation theory we can find:

V0 = g

⎛⎝1 + g

V

∑
p⃗ ̸=0

m

p2

⎞⎠ (1.31)

Substituting the equations (1.30) and (1.31) inside the (1.29) gives

H = g
N2

2V +
∑

p⃗

p2

2mâ†
p⃗ âp⃗ + 1

2gn
∑
p⃗ ̸=0

(
2â†

p⃗ âp⃗ + â†
p⃗ â

†
−p⃗ + âp⃗ â−p⃗ + mgn

p2

)
(1.32)

Now we observe that this equation is quadratic in âp⃗ and â†
p⃗. To diagonalize

it we take:

âp⃗ = up⃗ b̂p⃗ + v∗
−p⃗ b̂

†
−p⃗, â†

p⃗ = u∗
p⃗ b̂

†
p⃗ + v−p⃗ b̂−p⃗. (1.33)

Now we impose to the new operators b̂p⃗ and b̂†
p⃗ the same communtation rules

we had for âp⃗ and â†
p⃗ , [

b̂p⃗ , b̂
†
p⃗ ′

]
= δp⃗ p⃗ ′ (1.34)

This implies |up⃗|2 − |v−p⃗|2 = 1, or in other word

up⃗ = cosh (αp⃗) , v−p⃗ = sinh (αp⃗) , (1.35)

Now, we have to substitute the b̂p⃗ operators in equation (1.33) and impose
the coefficients of the non-diagonal terms to vanish. The substitutions (1.33)
together with the conditions (1.34) are known as Bogoliubov transformations.
We find

coth (2αp⃗) = −
p2

2m
+ gn

gn
(1.36)

After the Bogoliubov transformations, the Hamiltonian becomes:

H = E0 +
∑

W (p⃗ )b̂†
p⃗b̂p⃗ (1.37)

with
E0 = g

N2

2V + 1
2
∑
p⃗ ̸=0

W (p⃗ )− gn− p2

2m + m(gn)2

p2 (1.38)

and

W (p⃗ ) =

√gn

m
p2 +

(
p2

2m

)2

. (1.39)
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E0 is the ground state energy calculated at the second order of approximation,
and the equation (1.39) is the Bogoliubov dispersion law for the elementary
excitations W of the system.

By analyzing the equation (1.39) we can identify two different regimes.
For small momenta, with p ≪ mc the first term dominates on the second
one and we have a linear dispersion law for the quasi-particles

W (p) = cp (1.40)

where c is the sound velocity given from the equation (1.28). This means
that the long wavelength excitations for a diluted Bose gas are sound waves.
In the opposite limit p ≫ mc on the equation (1.39) is the second term to
be bigger than the first one and we have a particle-like dispersion:

W (p) = p2

2m + gn. (1.41)

This behaviour is clearly visible in figure 1.1

 0

 0.5

 1
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 4.5

 0  0.5  1  1.5  2

W
(p

)

p

Figure 1.1: Behaviour of the function W (p), where for simplicity I’ve ignored
the factors gm/n and 1/(2m). We can see that with p < 1 it has mainly a
linear shape (red curve), and with p > 1 it has mainly a parabolic shape.

The transition between the sound-like and the particle-like regimes occurs
when we have the same contribution from the two terms of the Bogoliubov
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dispersion law:
gn

m
p2 =

(
p2

2m

)2

, (1.42)

solving this equation for p and defining ξ = ℏ/p we find:

ξ =

√ ℏ2

2mgn = 1√
2

ℏ
mc

. (1.43)

ξ is called the healing length. Physically, it represent the characteristic dis-
tance over which the fluid reacts to a perturbation.

1.4 Sound waves of the fluid of light
In our context the dispersion relation (1.39) for a weak perturbation has the
form[6]

W
(
k⃗⊥
)

=

√ k2
⊥

2k0

(
k2

⊥
2k0
− k0χ

(3) |E0|2

ϵ

)
, (1.44)

the expression for the healing length becomes

ξ = 1
k0

√− 2ϵ
χ(3) |E0|2

, (1.45)

while the sound velocity cs becomes

cs =
√
−χ

(3) |E0|2

2ϵ . (1.46)

We are in the wave-like regime, where the small perturbations have a linear
dispersion law W ≃ cs

⏐⏐⏐⃗k⏐⏐⏐ and they can be physically understood thinking
them as phonon waves propagating at the top of the fluid.

This physics is verified only with a negative non-linearity χ(3) < 0, when
the interaction between photons is repulsive: in the case of positive non-
linearity, the attraction between photons makes the “fluid of light” unstable.
This is highlighted by the fact that the Bogoliubov dispersion becomes imag-
inary at small wavevectors. The instability is called filamentation of the laser
beam [9].

It’s useful to remember here that, in our system, the time has been
remapped with the z-coordinate: this has effect on the dimension of the
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quantities we are talking about. More specifically, the Bogoliubov frequen-
cies W (k⃗) are dimensionally inverse lengths and the velocities are adimen-
sional, in fact they have the meaning of propagation angles. As the maximum
refractive index we can achieve is, as shown in section 3.3.2,

δnmax = χ(3) |E0|2

2
√
ϵ
≪ 1 (1.47)

both the speed of sound cs ≪ 1 and the healing length ξk0 ≫ 1 are well
captured in the paraxial approximation.

1.5 Proposed experiments
We present here some experiments proposed by Iacopo Carusotto [6], that
clarify the necessity to work with a non-linear local media and will be possi-
ble, in future, to be developed with our setup.

1.5.1 Characterization of the fluid of light
A possible experiment to characterize this type of system is to use a strong,
wide and monochromatic laser beam (pump) to create the background fluid
and then use a weak localized beam at the same frequency to create a small
perturbation (probe). The weaker laser has to have a much smaller waist, and
can be a little tilted respect to the pump propagation direction to introduce
a finite in-plan wavevector via the geometric relation kpr

⊥ = (ω0/c)senϕpr.
When the Bogoliubov theory is used to translate the initial condition on the
front interface of the crystal into the eigenstates of the propagation dynamics,
the photons that are introduced by the probe beam in the k⃗ pr

⊥ mode become
a superposition of Bogoliubov excitations with opposite momenta k⃗ pr

⊥ [8].
During the perturbation, they move with opposite speeds determined by the
group velocity v⃗gr = [∇kWbog]±k⃗ pr

⊥
.

Depending on the ξkpr
⊥ value the excitation will have a phonon ( ξkpr

⊥ ≪ 1)
or a single-particle ( ξkpr

⊥ ≫ 1) behaviour. It’s possible to change this pa-
rameter in two different ways, by changing the angle or the intensity of the
pump. It’s the second strategy that I. Carusotto used in his simulation,
whose results are reported in figure 1.2. In the upper row is shown the
phonon regime (ξkpr

⊥ = 0.56), while in the bottom row is shown the single-
particle one (ξkpr

⊥ ≫ 1). The difference between the two regimes is given
by changing the intensity of the pump, while the angle of the probe is con-
stant (kpr

⊥ λ0 = 0.1). The images are taken, from the left, for the first line
at z/λ0 = 0, 3000, 7000 and for the second one at z/λ0 = 0, 3000, 14000.
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We see that for ξkpr
⊥ ≪ 1 both components are visible at long times as two

separated wavepackets, simmetrically located with respect to x = 0. Here,
is important to remember that, as we have remapped the time with the z-
coordinate, speaking of long times means considering large values of z. In the
other case, ξkpr

⊥ ≫ 1 the holes component of the Bogoliubov mode has a small
weight and the backward component is really smaller than the propagating
one, and pratically invisible in the figure.

Figure 1.2: Propagation of weak excitation on top of a fluid of light, as simu-
lated by I. Carusotto [6]. The incident beam is orthogonal to the front inter-
face of the non-linear medium and has a Gaussian profile with wg/λ0 = 400.
The probe beam has the same frequency and a smaller Gaussian shape with
wpr/λ0 = 100, and has a small angle corresponding to an in-plan wavevector
kpr

⊥ λ0 = 0.1 in the positive x-direction. In the upper row is shown a phonon
regime, the bottom row shows a particle like regime.

1.5.2 Suppressed scattering from a localized defect
One of the effects of superfluidity is the suppression of the drag force felt when
the fluid flows around defects or impurities. An analogue of this behaviour
in our optical system is the suppression of the scattering around a defect. In
our setup, as explained in the chapter 4, this can be created by changing the
non-linear refracting index modifying the ground-level atoms population via
a laser beam resonant with a line different form the one used to create the
non-linearity. Let’s consider a fluid moving at a finite speed in transverse
direction hitting a cylindrical defect located around r⃗⊥=0: this is considered
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as a Gaussian modulation of the linear dielectric constant

δϵ (r⃗⊥, z) = δϵmaxe
r2

⊥
2σ2 . (1.48)

To have an idea of the physics, it’s useful to have a look to the simulation
taken from I. Carusotto [6] showed in figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Low distance asymptotic transverse profile of the laser beam
intensity hitting a cylindrical defect (Simultation performed by Iacopo Caru-
sotto at the University of Trento). The velocity is the same, and the sim-
ulation is performed with different intensities. We could obtain the same
behaviour changing velocity and keeping constant the pump intensity: on
the left we se the fairly supersonic regime, in the center we have the super-
sonic regime and on the right the superfluid subsonic regime.

Form the left, the intensity increases and with it the sound velocity c0
s

given by the equation (1.46). Starting from the center, we have the supersonic
regime v > c0

s where we can see the supersonic fluid that flows “normally”
around the obstacle. There is a Mach-Cerenkov cone on the left with an
aperture of sin θ = c0

s/v. On the left, we can see the extremely supersonic
regime with v ≫ c0

s that occurs at very low incident intensities (linear optics
regime). In this case the interference between the incident and scattered light
is responsible for the parabolic fringes: the quadratic term on the Bogoliubov
dispersion equation dominates over the linear one, and we are not able to
observe the collective Bogoliubov effects: we see a single particle behaviour.
Finally on the right we have the superfluid regime v < c0

s: here we see
clearly that the interference fringes have disappeared and we have, far from
the defect, no modulation. The light flows around the defect without being
perturbed in any way.

Considering the condition for the velocity depending on the incidence
angle, we have that the condition for the superfluid subsonic regime is

ϕ <
√
ϵc0

s =
√
−χ(3) |E0|2

2 (1.49)
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Experimentally the most important parameter is the non linear refractive
index given by

δnmax = χ(3) |Emax|2

2
√
ϵ

(1.50)

we can then rewrite the equation (1.49) using the expression for δnmax:

ϕ <
√
−δn
√
ϵ. (1.51)

We can see that a larger δn allows superfluidity at large incident angles and
reduces the healing length characterizing the spatial size of the modulation.
Working in paraxial approximation does not imply specific constrains on the
aperture of the optics used, anyway we should pay attention to possibles
non-localities of the medium. As the superfluidity is due to effects connected
with the spatial modulation of the light, we need to pay attention that non-
localities of the system have to be smaller than the healing-length. This
fact is potentially disturbing when we work with liquid media[5]. Indeed,
by using a thermal non-linearity in a liquid medium, the hot molecules can
migrate in the fluid maintaining, for some time, the same temperature they
had at the departure. In our case, differently, the non linearity is given by the
excitation of atomic levels, that has a relaxation time of ∼ 100ns. To have
an order of magnitude of the non-local effects, we can existimate the average
distance that an excited atom can cover before it decays. Approximating the
rubidium vapour as a perfect gas, the velocity is given by√

3RT
M
≈
√

3 · 8.31 · 500
85 · 10−3

m
s ≈ 4 · 102 m

s (1.52)

so, the distance is around 0.04 mm. Our fluid has dimensions of the order of
the millimeter, and we can therefore consider it to be local.



Chapter 2

Laser mounting and locking

In our experiment we want to use the non-linearity of a Rubidium Vapour
for a beam nearly resonant to generate the quantum fluid described by the
equation 1.13. Without enter in the details of the non-linear behaviour of
Rubidium, discussed in Chapter 3, it’s important to notice that it is strongly
related to the frequency of the light we use. As a consequence, to perform our
experiment is important to precisely know the detuning with respect to the
chosen absorption line. As measuring the absolute frequency with enough
precision (some megahertz) is not possible with commercial wavemeters we
have to find a different approach to do it. There are different ways to solve
this problem: the one we used is to lock a laser diode on the atomic transition
and use a beat note signal between this frequency locked laser and the laser of
the experiment on the spectrum analyzer to measure the frequency detuning
between them.

2.1 External cavity setup
We used an External Cavity Driven Laser to obtain an absolute frequency
reference. In order to reduce the linewidht emission and to finely set the
frequency we used the external cavity setup shown in figure 2.1. The light
emitted by the laser diode is collimated by a microscope objective and then
reflected by a grating. The first-order is reflected back inside the diode,
while the zero-order comes out from the cavity. A Peltier element is used to
set the temperature of the diode, while the entire box is slightly heated to
stabilize the internal temperature. The grating is mounted on a piezoelectric
transducer, allowing fine adjustments of the cavity length.

To build up the setup of the diode we have to pass some steps:

• check the collimation of the light at the output of the laser.

23
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Figure 2.1: External cavity for the laser, top view. From the right we can see
the diode, the lens to collimate it and the mounting of the grating. A mirror
is mounted orthogonally to the grating to preserve the output direction of
the beam when the angle is slightly changed. The light comes out from the
right.

• Place the grating to reflect the beam inside the diode. To see if it is
correctly positioned, we can, scanning the current, see on the oscillo-
scope when the threshold is lower. In fact, when the grating is well
aligned, the threshold is lower and the curve of lighting is steeper. An
image of the threshold is in figure 2.2.

• Finally we have to set the frequency; a coarse tuning is done with the
micrometer screw measuring the frequency with the wavemeter.

To set up the frequency it is possible to play with some parameters: the
alimentation current of the laser, the temperature (via the Peltier element),
the position of the grating and the voltage on the piezo (cavity length).

For a fine tuning of the diode frequency we will use an atomic reference
described in the next section.

2.2 Saturated absorption

2.2.1 Theory
To avoid the Doppler broadening without coold atoms, it is common to use
the saturated absorption technique, based on pump-probe setup. We send
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Figure 2.2: Signal seen on the oscilloscope when looking the threshold to
correctly align the grating. The oscilloscope is set in x-y mode. On the
x-axis there is the current, while in the y one the intensity emitted by the
laser. The arrow indicates the threshold

on the atoms two counterpropagating beams, one, relatively intense, called
pump and the other, less intense, called probe. In our case we had the pump
power ∼ 5 mW and the probe power ∼ 0.5 mW. The two beams are exactly at
the same frequency, but they address different atoms due to thermal motion
and the Doppler effect. Let’s choose the z-axis along the direction of the
pump beam and let’s consider a class of atoms with the same velocity vz

along it, positive when they are moving in the same direction of the pump
beam and negative otherwise. Let’s call f0 the frequency of the considered
line, and β = vz/c where c is the speed of light in vacuum. To interact with
the atoms of that class, the pump beam has to have a frequency fpu given
by the equation (2.1a) while the probe, counterpropagating, has to have a
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frequency fpr given by the equation (2.1b)

fpu = f0

√
1 + β

1− β (2.1a)

fpr = f0

√
1− β
1 + β

(2.1b)

If we require both laser beams to interact with the same class of atoms at the
same time, we have to impose fpu = fpr, finding v = 0. So, we find that when
the lasers are exactly at resonance, they both address the atoms with zero
longitudinal velocity. When a photon of the probe passes throw the medium,
it finds some of the atoms in the excited state due to the pump beam: this
reduces its probability to be absorbed and it has as result an enhancement
of the transmission for the probe photons that are exactly resonant with the
transition[10]. Particularly, this effect is maximum when the pump is strong
enough to saturate the transition: in this case the populations of the ground
and of the excited level are the same, and we have for the probe the same
probability for absorption and stimulated emission.

In this way, at resonance, we can see a strong signal coming from the probe
beam. If we scan the frequency and we look on an oscilloscope the power
collected by a photodiode we observe the typical curve shown on figure 2.3.
The shape of the Doppler broadening is superposed with the peaks of the
sub-Doppler structure (fine structure).

2.2.2 Optical path
The optical setup we built is shown schematically in figure 2.4. Let’s under-
stand how it works following the path of the laser beam:

• an optical insulator protects the laser diode from back reflected light;

• a half-wave plate rotates the polarization, maximizing the transmission
through the polarizing beam splitter, that reflects horizontal polariza-
tion and transmits the vertical one;

• the laser beam passes then through the cell (pump);

• a double passage through a quarter-wave plate works as a half-wave
plate rotating the polarization to maximize the reflection from the
beam splitter, while the double passage through the filter reduces the
intensity the beam;

• The reflected and attenuated light passes then back through the cell
(pump) and is reflected by the beam splitter on the photodiode.
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2
for both the isotopes.

2.2.3 Locking principle
To “lock” the frequency we used a lock-in amplifier and a feedback system.
The frequency is finely modulated via a triangular modulation on the diode’s
current supply. The lock-in amplifier returns, as output, an error signal, equal
to zero on the peak of the transition and nearly linear around it, that is used
to move the piezo in order to compensate the frequency fluctuations.

To lock the laser the procedure is the following:

1. scan the frequency with a triangular wave on the piezo and visualize on
the oscilloscope the sub-Doppler lines as shown in figure 2.3 (approxi-
mate scan width 100MHz),

2. reduce slowly the amplitude of the scan to zoom on the line of interest,
adjusting the offset voltage on the piezo to keep the lines in the center
of the scan range,
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Figure 2.4: Optical path for saturated absorption. “λ/2” and “λ/4” are half-
wave and quater-wave plates, respectively. “pbs” indicates a polarizing beam
splitter.

3. when the scan is a few megahertz, switch on the feedback loop; if the
signal from the photodiode used for the saturated absorption stays at
the same level, the diode is well locked,

4. switch completely off the scanning on the frequency.

2.3 Beat signal
Once we have the diode laser locked at the transition frequency, we used the
beat signal to measure the relative frequency of the Titanium:Sapphire laser
(Ti:Saph). To do that we use a fast photodiode (with 2GHz of bandwidth)
to see it and put the two laser well superimposed. In addition, we have to
take care to the polarization and the beam alignment. An example of the
beat signal measured is shown in figure 2.5.

In this way, on the spectrum analyzer, we can see the absolute value of the
detuning between the two lasers. The Ti:Saph laser has an internal locking
system that allows keeping the frequency stable for tens of minutes, enough
to perform the measurements: so we simply set the frequency and we check
constantly that it is not changed with tens of MHz resolution.

2.4 Conclusions
This technique as the advantage to allow us to set simply the frequency of the
Ti:Saph laser up to 2 GHz of detuning from the transition, with the precision
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Figure 2.5: Image of the beat between the diode laser and the Ti:Saph laser
extracted from the spectrum analizer.

of some megahertz.
Anyway it presents some experimental complications that require daily

adjustments to the system:

• To work properly it requires the operator to adjust the Ti:Saph laser
each 10−15 minutes, as it has a slow drift in frequency. Anyway due to
the simplicity of the web interface of the laser, this is a fast operation,
that does not create problems during the measurements.

• The diode laser needs to be re-locked approximately each 30 min or
when the table is shacked. The stability is strictly connected to the
temperature stabilization of the room. Normally it was possible to re-
lock it in some minutes, but sometimes (specifically after forced switch-
off for programmed power cuts of the building) the procedure required
hours.
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Chapter 3

Non linear medium

As non linear medium we used an atomic rubidium vapour, with the two
isotopes 87Rb and 85Rb in the isotopic relative natural concentration (27.8%,
72.2%). To understand the working principle let’s review before the be-
haviour of a two level system, keeping in mind that it doesn’t exist in nature
but it is simply an approximation useful to understand the atom-light inter-
action when the light is in the vicinity of the atomic transition1.

3.1 The two level system
I follows here the treatment given by Cristopher James Foot [11] for the first
part, and by Vincent Josse [12] in the section relative to the Kerr effect.

A scheme of the two level system is shown in figure 3.1, where are indi-
cated also the notations we use.

We can start with the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

iℏ
∂Ψ
∂t

= [Ho +H1(t)] Ψ (3.1)

where H0 is the unperturbed part and H1 describes the interaction with
the oscillating electric field that perturbs the system. We can write the
wavefunction for a level with energy En as

Ψn(r⃗, t) = ψn(r)e−iEnt/ℏ (3.2)

1the detuning between the frequency of the light and the frequency of the transition
of interest is much smaller that the detuning between the frequency of the light and the
frequency of any other atomic transition.

31
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of a two level system showing transitions between the
states |1⟩ and |2⟩. The difference between the two levels is ℏ (ω2 − ω1) = ℏω0
and the level |2⟩ spontaneously decays in the level |1⟩ with a decay rate Γ.

For a two level system the wavefunctions have to satisfy

H0ψ1(r⃗) = E1ψ1(r⃗), (3.3)
H0ψ2(r⃗) = E2ψ2(r⃗), (3.4)

if we use the Dirac notation, we can write the wavefunction at any instant
of time as

Ψ(r⃗, t) = c1 |1⟩ eiω1t + c2 |2⟩ eiω2t (3.5)

where ωi = Ei/ℏ and c1 = c1(t) and c2 = c2(t) are two time dependant
coefficients.

Now considering a perturbation produced by an electromagnetic radiation
(E⃗ = E⃗0cos(ωt)) we have

H1(t) = er⃗ · E⃗0cos (ωt) (3.6)

so from equation (3.1) and equation (3.5) by defining ω0 = (E2−E1)
ℏ we obtain

iċ1 = Ωcos(ωt)e−iω0tc2, (3.7a)
iċ2 = Ω∗cos(ωt)eiω0tc1, (3.7b)

where Ω is the Rabi frequency defined by

Ω = ⟨1| er⃗ · E⃗0 |2⟩
ℏ

.
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To solve the equations (3.7) we need to make some approximations. First
of all, let’s suppose the electric field with an uniform amplitude over the
atomic wavefunction, to bring E⃗0 outside the integral, and linearly polarized
along the z-axis: E⃗ =

⏐⏐⏐E⃗0

⏐⏐⏐ êx cos(ωt). Now we can write

Ω =
eX12

⏐⏐⏐E⃗0

⏐⏐⏐
ℏ

(3.8)

where
X12 = ⟨1|x |2⟩ (3.9)

3.1.1 Weak electric Field
The approximations done are not sufficient to solve the Bloch equations, and
we need to go further. Let’s suppose that the population starts in the lower
level: we can now integrate at the first order the equations (3.7) to find

c1(t) = 1, (3.10a)

c2(2) = Ω∗

2

{
1− ei(ω0+ω)t

ω0 + ω

1− ei(ω0−ω)t

ω0 − ω

}
(3.10b)

This is a good approximation until c2(t) is small, i.e. until the field is weak
enough. We normally work near resonance, so ω0 + ω ≫ ω0 − ω. Therefore,
we can neglect the first term on the left of the equation (3.10b). We have:

|c2(2)|2 =
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐Ωsin {ω0 − ω} t/2

ω0 − ω

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
2

(3.11)

Anyway, this result is valid only for weak field and with ω ̸= ω0. We will go
now to relax the hypothesis of weak field, as we will work with high power
lasers and we cannot therefore suppose the electric field to be weak.

3.1.2 Monochromatic Radiation
If we do not want to assume the electric field to be weak, we need a different
approach to solve the equations (3.7) for c1 and c2. So, we write the (3.7a)
as

iċ1 = c2
{
ei(ω−ω0)t + e−i(ω+ω0)t

} Ω
2 (3.12)

and similarly for the (3.7b). Again, ω0 +ω ≫ ω0−ω and we can remove the
fast oscillating term that averages to zero in any plausible interaction time
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(rotating wave approximation). Furthermore, for transitions between bound
states Ω is real, so Ω = Ω∗. Now, we can combine the equations

iċ1 = c2e
i(ω−ω0)t Ω

2
iċ2 = c1e

−i(ω−ω0)t Ω
2

(3.13)

to obtain
d2c2

dt2 + i (ω − ω0)
dc2

dt +
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐Ω2
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
2

c2 = 0. (3.14)

By solving this equation with c1(0) = 1 and c2(0) = 0 we have

|c2(t)|2 = Ω2

W 2 sin2
(
Wt

2

)
, (3.15)

where W 2 = Ω2+(ω − ω0)2. We have found that at resonance the population
oscillates between the two levels

|c2(t)|2 = sin2
(

Ωt
2

)
. (3.16)

Particularly we can note that when Ωt = π the population passes completely
from the ground state to the upper state. These oscillations between the two
levels are called Rabi Oscillations.

3.1.3 Optical Bloch Equations
Let’s assume, as before, the electric field along the x axis. The component
of the dipole along this direction −eDx(t) is given by the expectation value

−eDx(t) = −
∫

Ψ† (t) exΨ (t) d3r⃗ (3.17)

which implicitly defines the quantity Dx(t). Using for Ψ the equation (3.5)
and calling ω0 = ω2 − ω1 we have

Dx(t) =
∫ (

c1e
−iω1tψ1 + c2e

−iω2tψ2
)∗
x
(
c1e

−iω1tψ1 + c2e
−iω2tψ2

)
d3r⃗

= c∗
2c1X21e

iω0t + c∗
1c2X12e

−iω0t.
(3.18)

It’s useful now to define the density matrix as

|Ψ⟩ ⟨Ψ| =
(
c1
c2

)(
c∗

1 c∗
2

)
=
(
|c1|2 c1c

∗
2

c2c
∗
1 |c2|2

)
=
(
ρ11 ρ12
ρ21 ρ22

)
(3.19)
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where the diagonal elements represent the populations, while the off-diagonal
ones are called coherences and represent the response of the system at the
driving frequency. Now, let’s define two new variables

c̃1 = c1e
−iδt/2 (3.20a)

c̃2 = c2e
iδt/2 (3.20b)

where δ = ω−ω0 is the difference between the frequency of the laser beam ω
and the frequency of the transition ω0 = ω2−ω1 and apply the trasformation
to the elements of the density matrix. The population are not affected by it,
and keep the same form, but the coherences change as follow:(

ρ11 ρ12
ρ21 ρ22

)
=
(

ρ̃11 ρ̃12e
iδt

ρ̃21e
−iδt ρ̃22

)
(3.21)

Sustituting these new coherences on the equation 3.18 for the dipole operator
we have

−eDx(t) = −eX12
(
ρ12e

iω0t + ρ21e
−iω0t

)
= −eX12

(
ρ̃12e

iωt + ρ̃21e
−iωt

)
= −eX12 [u cos (ωt) + v sin (ωt)] .

(3.22)

where we have defined
u = ρ̃12 + ρ̃21,

v = −i (ρ̃12 − ρ̃21)
(3.23)

Let’s now try to solve the equations (3.7)

iċ1 = c2e
iδt Ω

2
iċ2 = c1e

−iδt Ω
2

(3.24)

By differentiating the equations (3.20) and using the equations (3.24) we
obtain

i ˙̃c1 = 1
2 (δc̃1 + Ωc̃2)

i ˙̃c2 = 1
2 (Ωc̃1 − δc̃2)

(3.25)

and, from them,

˙̃ρ12 = ˙̃ρ∗
21 = −iδρ̃12 + iΩ

2 (ρ11 − ρ22) (3.26a)

ρ̇22 = −ρ̇11 = iΩ
2 (ρ̃21 − ρ̃12) (3.26b)
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Where for the second we need to take in account the normalization condition
ρ22 + ρ11 = 1. So, if we want to find u and v we have

u̇ = δv, (3.27a)
v̇ = δu+ Ω (ρ11 − ρ22) , (3.27b)

˙ρ22 = Ωv
2 . (3.27c)

Now, we can call w = ρ11 − ρ22 the population difference, and write the
relation for u, v and w. We find

u̇ = δv, (3.28a)
v̇ = δu+ Ωw, (3.28b)
ẇ = −Ωv. (3.28c)

We have anyway to note that we have found these equations without
having a regard to the spontaneous emission and we have to correct them for
that. To do it we can modify the equation (3.27c) and add to it a damping
term Γ in analogy to the classical oscillator

˙ρ22 = −Γρ22 + Ωv
2 (3.29)

The damping term Γ is the decay rate for the spontaneous emission, defined
as Γ = t−1

12 where t12 is the lifetime to the upper level. Taking in account the
equation (3.29), the expressions (3.28) becomes

u̇ = δv − Γ
2u, (3.30a)

v̇ = δu+ Ωw − Γ
2 v, (3.30b)

ẇ = −Ωv − Γ (w − 1) . (3.30c)

The (3.28) are the optical Bloch equations, and describe the excitation of a
two-level atom by radiation close to resonance, for a transition that decays
by spontaneous emission. The steady-state solution, established at times
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t≫ t12, is

u = Ωδ

δ2 + Ω2

2 + Γ2

4

(3.31a)

v = 1
2

ΩΓ

δ2 + Ω2

2 + Γ2

4

(3.31b)

w =
δ2 + Γ2

4
δ2 + Ω2

2 + Γ2

4

(3.31c)

3.1.4 Susceptibility

Let’s define now the polarization P , as the dipole moment per unit volume.
By using the dipole moment operator µ̂, and defining µ = eX12, and remem-
bering we have assumed X12 = X21 we have:

P (t) = Nµ (ρ12 − ρ21) = Nµu (3.32)

where N, as usual, is the number density of atoms. By using the equa-
tion (3.31a) and remembering the relation between the susceptibility χ and
the polarization we get

χ = Nµu

ϵ0

⏐⏐⏐E⃗⏐⏐⏐ (3.33)

= Nµ

ϵ0

⏐⏐⏐E⃗⏐⏐⏐
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ Ωδ

δ2 + Ω2

2 + Γ2

4

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (3.34)

Rearranging the terms, we write

χ =
⎡⎣ 4NµΩ
ϵ0

⏐⏐⏐E⃗⏐⏐⏐Γ2

⎤⎦ δ

4δ2

Γ2 + 2Ω2

Γ2 + 1
(3.35)
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To extract the non linear refractive index from the expression (3.35) we need
to perform an expansion in |E|2. We perfom the following substitutions:

C =
⎡⎣ 4NµΩ
ϵ0

⏐⏐⏐E⃗⏐⏐⏐Γ2

⎤⎦ (3.36a)

2Ω2

Γ2 =

⏐⏐⏐E⃗2
0

⏐⏐⏐
|Es|2

(3.36b)

|Es|2 = Γ2ℏ2

2 |mu|2
. (3.36c)

Now we have for χ,

χ = C

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
δ

1 + 4δ2

Γ2 + |E|
2

|Es|2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (3.37)

Now we perform a Taylor expansion of the (3.37) in |E|2

|Es|2 finding:

χ = C

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ δ

1 + 4δ2

Γ2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝1− 1

1 + 4δ2

Γ2

|E|2

|Es|2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (3.38)

here we can identify the first order and the third-order susceptibility

χ(1) = C
δ

1 + 4δ2

Γ2

, (3.39a)

χ(3) = C
δ(

1 + 4δ2

Γ2

)2
1
|Es|2

. (3.39b)

As we are interested in the non-linear effects we will concetrate on the equa-
tion (3.39b). We can substitute on it the expression for |Es|2 and rearrange
the terms to get:

χ(3) = 8Nµ
3ϵ0ℏ3

δ/Γ4(
1 + 4δ2

Γ2

)2 (3.40)

From the expression (1.8) for n2 we have

n2 = 2Nµ4

ϵ2
0cn

2
0ℏ3

δ/Γ4(
1 + 4 δ

2

Γ2

)2 (3.41)
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Furthermore, for δ ≫ Γ we can write

n2 = Nµ4

8ϵ2
0cn

2
0ℏ3

1
δ3 (3.42)

Now we know why the atomic medium generates the non-linearity effect
and the analitical expression of this for a two level sistem. Anyway, as the
rubidium is not a two level sistem, and the line is Doppler broadened, we
need to perform an experimental study to understand the shape of the non-
linearity and to choose accordingly at which frequency we need to work.

3.2 Rubidium Vapour
Rubidium is a metal of the Alkali group, with an atomic number of 37,
present in nature with two isotopes: 85Rb, stable, and 87Rb radioactive with
a half-life of 4.9 · 109 years (longer than the estimated age of the universe).
It’s easy to vaporize and has a convenient spectral absorption range, making
it suitable for our application. In the table 3.1 I summarize the main physical
characteristics of Rubidium.

Atomic Number 37
Melting Point 39.3 ℃
Boiling Point 688 ℃
Vapour Pressure at 25℃ 3.92 · 10−7Torr

Table 3.1: Physical Rubidium characteristics

We used the D2 transition of Rubidium, represented in figure 3.2. Due to
the different masses of the isotopes, the lines of 85Rb and 87Rb are slightly
shifted: this is called isotope shift.

3.2.1 Number Density of Rubidium
In order to determine the number density of rubidium, we have mainly to
pass two steps:

• to measure the cell temperature correctly

• to find the relation between the temperature and the number density

The first one is complicated by experimental limitation of the system. As
better explained in section 4.2.3 it’s hard to measure directly the temperature
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384.23 THz

113MHz

84MHz

100MHz
20MHz

1.26GHz

1.77GHz

(a) D2 line for 85 Rb

384.23 THz

302MHz

230MHz

194MHz
78MHz

2.56GHz

4.27GHz

(b) D2 line for 87 Rb

Figure 3.2: D2 lines for 85Rb and 87Rb. It results in four absorption lines
from the ground state 52S 1

2
fine structure, while the 52P 3

2
line structure is

covered by the Doppler broadening and forms the sub Doppler structure.

inside the cell as we are forced to keep the thermometer outside and we need
to keep the walls of the cell at slightly different temperature to avoid vapour
condensation on the windows.

For the second one, as the rubidium is not a perfect gas, we need to use
an empirical law to correct the predictions done for the perfect gases. It’s
possible to calculate the theoretical density of atoms in the vapour phase at
our working temperature (130℃) with the help of the perfect gas law from
the relation found by C. Alcock, V. Itkin and M. Horrigan [13] for the vapour
pressure:

nat = 1
kBT

10A+ B
T (3.43)

where A = 4.312 and B = −4040K and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
This relation is useful to understand the exponential behaviour with the
temperature: anyway, we can’t a priori consider the gas as a perfect gas.

The best way to measure the number density is to deduce it from ab-
sorption measurements: actually, is quite tricky to do it at high temperature
because the laser beam is completely absorbed. We can use, as a good ap-
proximation, the relation found by Q. Glorieux in his PhD Thesis [14], valid
in a temperature range from 60 ℃ to 150 ℃, very similar to our working
conditions. He measured various number density at different temperatures
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finding a corrective factor to the equation (3.43)

x (T ) = 20.7− 0.11T (℃) (3.44)

that becomes
nat = x (T ) 1

kBT
10A+ B

T . (3.45)

Picture 3.3 shows the two estimated number densities: in the range of temper-
atures studied, the difference is up to an order of magnitude. This confirms
that we cannot assume that Rubidium behaves like a perfect gas.
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Figure 3.3: Number density estimated via the the perfect gas law (red) and
the empirical law found by Q. Glorieux in his PhD thesis [14] (green).

We have found that the numerical density increases exponentially with
the temperature: this is an important aspect to consider in the choice of the
working point.

3.3 The Z-scan technique
Z-scan is a technique to measure the non-linearity, developed by M. Sheik-
Bahae, A. A. Saidand E. W. Van Strand in 1989[15], that offers potentially
high sensitivity with a simple experimental setup.
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Let’s imagine a laser beam in a tight focus geometry, as represented in
figure 3.4, and let’s study the transmission through a finite aperture in the
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Figure 3.4: Scheme of the Z-Scan principle: in the first image is possible to
see the laser beam without the non linear medium (Rubidium). The effect
of a self defocusing medium on the laser beam is shown as a function of the
cell position with respect to the beam waist. The brown beam represents the
shape of the laser beam without the cell, to facilitate the comparison.

far field. In the laser beam, we insert a thin cell, containing the non-linear
medium. To understand qualitatively the process, let’s consider a material
with a negative refraction index. The cell is thin with respect to the diffrac-
tion length of the focused beam. In this hypothesis, the medium behaves
similarly to a thin diverging lens. Now let’s imagine to move the cell through
the z-axis, in different positions, we can infer that, with respect to the case
without the cell:

• when the cell is before the waist, we will have more light passing trough
the aperture;
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• when the cell is after the waist, we will have less light passing trough
the aperture;

• the previous observations, together with the Bolzano theorem2 [16, 17],
bring us to conclude that in the waist the amount of light passing trough
the aperture has to be the same than before.

So, approaching the sample to the aperture, a signal with a peak followed
to a valley, is the signature of a self-defocusing effect and a negative non-
linearity, in the opposite, a valley followed by a peak is the signal of a self-
focusing behaviour and a positive non-linearity.

3.3.1 Theory
Let’s now have a deeper look to the theory of this system following the
original approach of Mansoor Sheik-Bahae, Ali A. Said and Stryland Van [15].
In general we can consider non-linearity of any order, but let’s study a non
linearity of third order corresponding to our experimental situation:

n = n0 + n2 |E|2 = n0 + ∆n (3.46)

where n0 is the linear index of refraction, E is the amplitude of the electric
field. If we assume the beam to be Gaussian and to travel in z-positive
direction we can write:

|E (r, z, t)| = |E0 (t)| ω0

ω (z) e
− r2

ω2(z) (3.47)

where E0 is the electric field at z = 0 and contains the temporal envelope;
ω2(z) = ω2

0(1 + z2/z2
0) is the beam radius, z0 = kω2

0/2 is the Rayleigh range
of the beam. By working with a thin medium, we can suppose the beam
diameter constant inside it: this hypothesis, called slowly varying envelope
approximation, simplifies a lot the problem. Now, called α the coefficient
of non linear absorption, and δϕ the non-linear phase change of the electric
field within the cell the problem is governed by the equations:

d∆ϕ
dz = 2π

λ
∆n (3.48)

d |E|
dz = −α |E|2 . (3.49)

2The theorem affirms that if a continuous function defined on an interval is sometimes
positive and sometimes negative, it must be 0 at some point.
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This equations are solved [15] to give the phase shift ∆ϕ at the output surface
of the sample:

∆ϕ (r, z, t) = ∆Φ0

1 + z2

z2
0

e
− r2

ω2(z) (3.50)

with

∆Φ0(t) = 2π
λ

∆n0(t)
1− e−αL

α
(3.51)

where L is the length and ∆n0 is the instantaneous change of the index at the
focus. We can now express the electric field E ′ at the exit ze of the aperture
as

E ′ (r, ze, t) = E (r, ze, t) e− αL
2 ei∆ϕ(r,ze,t) (3.52)

The far field pattern can be obtained with the Huygens principle: if we
suppose to know the electric field Ea at the aperture we obtain the normalized
transmittance with

T (z, t) =
∫ ra

0 |Ea (∆Φ0, r, z, t)| rdr
S
∫+∞

0 |Ea (0, r, z, t)| rdr
(3.53)

where ra is the aperture radius and S is the aperture transmittance in the
linear regime. The laser temporal shape can be taken into account separately
integrating both the numerator and the denominator, obtaining the z-scan
fluence transmittance T (z).

We can define the quantity ∆T as the difference between the normalized
peak and the normalized valley (the maximum and the minimum in the signal
in figure 3.5). Within ±3% of accuracy and for |∆Φ0| ≤ π it is given by[15]

∆T ≃ 0.405 (1− S)0.25 |∆Φ0| . (3.54)

Anyway, for small aperture (S ∼ 0), we have (1− S)0.25 ∼ 1, and we can
write

∆T ≃ 0.405 |∆Φ0| . (3.55)

In the limit of αL≪ 1, substituting the (3.55) in the (3.51) we have:

I0n2 = ∆n0 = λ∆T
2π · 0.405 · L (3.56)

where I0 is the intensity of the beam at z = 0. An example of the signal
from z-scan measured is shown in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Signal revealed by the photodiode during the z-scan, and mea-
sured with the oscilloscope. We can see the valley followed by the peak,
signature of a self-focusing non linearity. The broadening of the signal is
due to the oscillating intensity of the laser coming from a non-polarization
maintaining fiber. It is indicated the difference ∆T between the minimum
and the maximum.
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3.3.2 Non-linearity measurement
In the previous section we have given a detailed explanation of the z-scan
technique, we can now go further and describe more in detail the performed
experiment. To avoid the reader to be lost I omit here to report the codes used
to completely automatize the measurements, although important, leaving
their explanation in the Appendix A.

Experimental setup

The experimental setup we used is represented in figure 3.6. In addition
to the path for the saturated absorption represented in figure 2.4, there is
the part used for the z-scan. The light of the beam (L1) coming from the
laser diode is mixed with the light (L2) coming from the Ti:Sapphire laser
with a non-polarizing beam splitter (a), and the beat note between them is
monitored with the fast photodiode (b) (with a bandwidth of 2 GHz) on the
spectrum analyzer as explained in section 2.3. The other part of the light split
by the beam splitter (a) is sent to the wavemeter: in this way by blocking the
beam (L1) or the beam (L2) we can see on the wavemeter a rough estimate
of the frequency of the other one, useful to re-lock the lasers when needed.
On the other arm (L3), the Ti:Sapphire laser is focalized at the center of the
translation stage. The light is then split by the partially-reflecting mirror (c):
a part of it passes through the aperture of the iris, giving the z-scan signal;
the other one is sent to another photodiode to correct the signal for the linear
and non-linear absorption. The correction is performed dividing the z-scan
signal by the correction one.

Data acquisition

The acquisition system is controlled by the Raspberry-Pi, a card-sized PC3,
with a code I wrote. By starting the program with a shell command, it starts
simultaneously the displacement of the translation stage and the oscilloscope,
acquiring the z-scan signal and the absorption signal from the photodiodes.
It records, at the beginning, in the center, and at the end of the process, the
signal from the spectrum analyzer to measure the laser detuning. The file are
saved in a format easy to plot with Gnuplot4. To allow the control of such
instruments by the Raspbian OS, we added some modules to its Kernel. The
complete details and the line-by-line explanation of the codes can be found
in the Appendix A.

3better explained in section 4.3.1 at page 64
4Gnuplot is a professional command line plotting utility, which allows also some data

analysis like curve fitting
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Results

We performed the z-scan measurement with a thin rubidium cylindrical cell
with a diameter of 7 cm and a length of 20 cm, in order to measure the non-
linearity. The cell contains a mixture of the two natural isotopes of rubidium
87Rb and 85Rb in the natural abundance. We placed the cell slightly tilted,
to avoid interferences due to back reflections.

We measured the non-linearity for different frequencies of the beam and
for different temperatures of the cell (to change the number density of the
rubidium vapour). As we don’t know exactly the thickness of the cell, we
can only have a rough estimation of the non-linearity and determine only its
order of magnitude.

Before measuring ∆T , we divide the z-scan signal by correction one to
compensate for the absorption and we perform a smoothing5 to reduce the
problems due to the oscillations of the laser intensity.

In the first region (form −2 GHz to around 1GHz of detuning from the
52S 1

2
F = 2 → 52P 1

2
F = 2 line of 87Rb) of the curve we have a self-

defocusing effect, while in the other part we have a self focusing one. As
told before, we are interested in the self-defocusing region to avoid the beam
filamentation. By referring to the figure 3.7 we have the largest non-linearity
for a detuning of the beam of −800 MHz, so we could think this as the better
region. Anyway, depending on the working temperature the absorption could
oblige us to work at larger detuning from the line. We can see that, moving
from −800 MHz and going more red-detuned, we have a linear decrease of
the non-linearity that has the same order of magnitude also at the detuning
of −2 GHz. We can also observe in figure 3.8 that the non-linearity increases
exponentially with the temperature, as expected form the fact the number
density has the same behaviour: can be therefore convenient to operate a
little slightly red-detuned in frequency from the optimal working point to
increase the temperature.

5To smooth the data I used the acsplines option of gnuplot [18]. As the manual explains
the smoothed curve is piecewise constructed from segments of cubic polynomials whose
coefficients are found by the weighting the data points. I used the same weight for all the
points, and found the optimal value via trial and errors. The weight I used is 0.1.
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Figure 3.7: Order of magnitude of the non-linearity in function of the detun-
ing of the light, obtained by our z-scan experiments with the cell thickness of
1mm, for different temperatures (125℃, 155℃, 175℃, 187℃). The detuning
is measured with respect to the frequency of the 52S 1

2
F = 2 → 52P 1

2
F = 2

line of 87Rb.
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Figure 3.8: Maximal self defocusing non linearity at a detuning
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Chapter 4

Superfluidity

4.1 Principle of the experiment
To study the proprieties of the quantum fluid, we create it with a strong
pump beam, and we add a perturbation with a weak probe beam at the
same frequency. We obtain in this way a sinusoidal perturbation on the
fluid with a wavelength Λ. We study the evolution of this perturbation to
determine the character of the fluid. The setup is the same used by David
Vocke, Daniele Faccio et. al [5] and shown in figure 4.1. The same laser is
divided in the pump and the probe beams. They are then superposed again
via an interferometer, with the pump slightly tilted. The perturbation is
created in this way by the probe and it propagates in the non linear medium,
as explained in the theoretical part, and each different z-plan in the medium
corresponds to a different temporal realization of the system.

If we write equation 1.12 with n2 instead of χ(3) we get

∂zε (r⃗⊥, z) = i
∇2

⊥ε (r⃗⊥, z)
2k0

− ik0n2

n0
|ε (r⃗⊥, z)|2 ε (r⃗⊥, z) . (4.1)

As explained in the chapter 1, we will consider only n2 < 0 (a self defocusing
non-linearity) for stability reasons. By expressing the electric field ε in terms
of amplitude and phase ε = εbge

iϕ we can rewrite the equation (4.1) as two
differential equations for the amplitude and phase[5]:

∂τρ+∇(ρv⃗) = 0 (4.2)

∂τψ + 1
2v

2 + c2n2

n3
0
ρ− c2

2k2n3
0

∇2√ρ
ρ

= 0 (4.3)

where we have defined τ = zn0/c as a temporal variable proportional to
the propagation distance. The optical background intensity is identified as

51
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Rb

Figure 4.1: Basic principle of the experiment: the probe is slightly tilted
by an interferometer, generating a perturbation with a wavelength Λ on the
top of the fluid. The images at the input and at the output windows of the
medium are slightly shifted by ∆S

the photon fluid intensity ρ = ε⃗ 2
bg (i.e. the intensity we have without the

probe). Using the theory of Bogoliubov, we look at the small perturbations
ε = εbg+ϵbg in terms of the sound waves on the top of the fluid. By considering
the spatially omogeneus case, with ϵ independent of r⃗, we can write a sound
mode with a wavevector K⃗ and amplitude αk as

ϵ = αK⃗uK⃗ exp
(
−iΩτ + iK⃗r⃗

)
+ α∗

K⃗
vK⃗ exp

(
−iΩτ + iK⃗r⃗

)
. (4.4)

By replacing (4.4) in the equation (4.1) we find that the frequency Ω has to
satisfy the dispersion relation:

(
Ω− v⃗ · K⃗

)2
= c2n2 |ϵbg|

n3
0

K2 + c2

4k2n2
0
K4 (4.5)

where we have indicated as c the speed of light and as v the background flow
velocity. In this context the healing length (1.45) is written as

ξ = λ

2

√
n0 |n2| |εbg|2 (4.6)

and the speed of sound (1.46) is

cs =

√c2 |n2| |εbg|2

n3
0

(4.7)
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Experimentally, to access the low frequency modes (Λ≫ ξ), the light has
to propagate in the non-linear medium for more than one oscillating period T .
From this consideration is possible to obtain[5] that the propagation length
zmin has to be

zmin ≫
λ

∆n (4.8)

For a non-linearity of 10−4, using a beam with λ ≈ 800 nm we need to use a
cell with zmin ≈ 10− 20cm.

To see the effect of the superfluidity, we compare the dynamics for two
different pump intensities, as previously done by Vocke et al[5] with a non-
local medium. The phase velocity is given by

vp = Ω
K

(4.9)

with Ω given by equation (4.5). Therefore vp is a function of |εbg|2 and
consequently of the non-linearity ∆n. When we increase the power of the
pump, we have a change in the phase velocity, and we can observe a spatial
shift ∆S between the pattern at high power and the pattern at low power.
From the equation (4.5), considering that we have chose the z-axis along the
pump beam (i.e. v⃗ = 0 as our fluid is at rest) and remembering that the
time is remapped by the z-coordinate (i.e. ∆S = ∆vp · z) we can find the
expression for the shift:

∆S = K

2k

⎡⎢⎣
√1 + |∆n|

n0

(
2k
K

)2

− 1

⎤⎥⎦ z (4.10)

where K = 2π/Λ.
We can note two different regimes for equation (4.10), depending on the

value of the |∆n|
n0

(
2k
K

)2
term.

When |∆n|
n0

(
2k
K

)2
≪ 1, corresponding to a standard-fluid regime, ∆S goes

to zero and to see the trend we have to expand the square root to the first
order. Remembering that, for x≪ 1 we have

√
1 + x ≈ 1 + 1

2x (4.11)
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we can write

∆S = K

2k

⎡⎢⎣
√1 + |∆n|

n0

(
2k
K

)2

− 1

⎤⎥⎦ z
= K

2k

⎡⎣1 + 1
2
|∆n|
n0

(
2k
K

)2

− 1
⎤⎦ z

= K

2k

⎡⎣1
2
|∆n|
n0

(
2k
K

)2
⎤⎦ z

= 1
2
|∆n|
n0

2k
K
z

(4.12)

So, we have a linear behaviour with Λ = 2π/K.
On the opposite case when |∆n|

n0

(
2k
K

)2
≫ 1, corresponding to a superfluid

regime, the equation for the shift becomes

∆S = K

2k

⎡⎢⎣
√1 + |∆n|

n0

(
2k
K

)2

− 1

⎤⎥⎦ z
≈ K

2k

⎡⎣√ |∆n|
n0

(
2k
K

)
− 1

⎤⎦ z
≈ K

2k

[
1
2
|∆n|
n0

(
2k
K

)]
z

= 1
2
|∆n|
n0

z

(4.13)

In this case we see that the shift converge to value independent on Λ. This
asymptotic behaviour, if seen experimentally, is the proof of the superfluid
behaviour of the fluid, and it is called “saturation of the shift”.

We made the angle lie on the zx-plan: to measure the shift ∆S we need
to see at least one complete period of the perturbation, meaning that the
x-size lx of the system has to be larger than Λ, i.e.

lx > Λ (4.14)

4.1.1 Non local fluid experiment
In their experiment David Vocke, Daniele Faccio et. al [5] used the setup
showed in figure 4.1 using a thermal non-linearity created by the pump beam
itself passing trough a methanol/graphene solution. In the thermo-optical
media the non-linearity is due to a partial absorption of the beam, which
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(a) Example of the signal and correspond-
ing shift

(b) Relative shift versus Λ, with local
(green) and non-local (blue) theoretical
curves

Figure 4.2: The results of the experiment performed by David Vocke and
Daniele Faccio[5]. On the left the image of the output plan of the cell and
the corresponding measured shift. On the right we can see the graph of
the relative shift versus lambda, compared with the theoretical local and
non-local curves.

results in heating effects and a consequent decrease of the refractive index.
The thermal non-linearity is usually highly non local and the change in the
refractive index in a region depends not only on the local intensity, but also
on the surrounding field intensity.

This bring them to modify the expression (4.10) to take care of the non-
locality of the medium, obtaining

∆S = K

2k

⎡⎢⎣
√1 + |∆n|

n0
R̂(K)

(
2k
K

)2

− 1

⎤⎥⎦ z (4.15)

where R is the reponse function of the non-local medium and R̂ its 3D Fourier
transform. In their case, they can express R̂ as:

R̂(K) = 1
1 +K2σ2

L
(4.16)

and σL is the width that describes the degree of non-locality. Their results
are shown in figure 4.2. As we can see, they have to take care of the big
non-local effects (σL = 110µm) of their medium to have the theoretical
result in agreement with the measurements. This non-locality reduces the
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possibility of manipulating the system, making very difficult to finely control
the refractive index. On the contrary, our setup does not present non-locality
problems and will allow, once demonstrated the superfluid regime, the needed
flexibility to perform the experiments proposed by Iacopo Carusotto and
explained in section 1.5.

4.2 Experimental Setup

4.2.1 Optical Path

The optical path is shown in figure 4.3. The beam is firstly resized to be large
enough to satisfy the relation (4.14), then with an interferometer it is split in
two parts, one weaker than the other, and recombined to have a little angle
on the plan xz between the two lasers. A computer controlled shutter allows
shutting down the probe in order to acquire a background image. Then, after
the interferometer, with a cylindrical lens telescope we reduce the beam size
on the y axis to have larger pump intensity. Effectively we are interested in
a large x size because we can only study wavelength modulations Λ ≤ xmax
and we can therefore reduce the y to increase the intensity.

In this way we have a cylindrical Gaussian beam, with a x size of 6 mm
and a y size of 1 mm. The maximal wavelength modulation of 2 − 3 mm
was limited by the necessity to clear the conjugate beam as explained in
section 4.2.2.

A neutral density filter with an optical density of four, meaning a trans-
mittance of 0.01%, mounted on a computer controlled flipping mount is used
to attenuate the intensity of the beam by four order of magnitude between
the high power and the low power measurement. In that way we reduce the
intensity of the pump and of the probe in the same proportion.

The output plan of the cell is imaged on a CMOS camera, each pixel
correponding to 3.4µm. Optionally, by flipping a mirror and a microscope
objective, we can image the Fourier plan on a second camera, useful to align
the razor used to cover the conjugate beam as explained in the next section.

4.2.2 Clearing conjugate

By sending two beams at the same frequency with a little angle between them
in a non linear medium it is possible to observe, under specific conditions,
the four wave mixing non linear process. I will follow here the discussion of
the process made by Quentin Glorieux [14].
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Let’s consider a geometry as the one shown in figure 4.4a, where a strong
pump and a very weak probe are injected inside the non-linear medium, with
a length L and a non-linear third-order susceptibility χ(3). Let’s call Ea and
ωa the field of the probe and its angular frequency; and in the same way Ep

and ωp for the pump, considering different frequencies between them. The
generated field will be Eb with a frequency ωb. We consider the process
represented in figure 4.4b in which two photons of the pump are absorbed
and two photons are emitted, one on the probe and one on the conjugate
beam.

Pump

Probe Conjugate

z

(a) Two waves propagating in the atomic
medium and generating the third one

(b) Non-linear process. Two photons are
absorbed from the pump and we have the
emission for a photon in the pump and a
photon in the probe.

Figure 4.4: Two waves with the same frequency propagating in an atomic
medium. The pump is directed along the z axis and the probe is slightly
tilted. They generate a third wave, a conjugate. The non-linear has to
respect the phase matching condition, that is more difficult process, as it is
easy to see in figure 4.4b.

If we consider no broadening of the levels, for the conservation of energy
they must respect:

2ωp = ωa + ωb (4.17)
In addition, to simplify the problem, we take Ea, Ep and Eb with the same
linear polarization. If we made the slow variable envelope hypothesis as in
section 1.2 we can write the field as

Ej(r⃗, t) = 1
2Ej(z)ei(k⃗j r⃗−ωjt) + c.c. (4.18)

where j ∈ {p, a, b}, and Ej(z) is the slow varying envelope of the field, and r⃗
is the spatial coordinate. Now, to study the fields in the non-linear medium
we can write the equation of propagation

∇E(r⃗, t)− 1
c2
∂2E(r⃗, t)
∂t2

= 1
ϵc2

∂2P (r⃗, t)
∂t2

(4.19)

where E is the sum of the three fields E = ∑
Ej and P is the non-linear

polarization of the medium:
P (r⃗, t) = χ(3)E3(r⃗, t). (4.20)
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So, using the slowly variable envelope approximation we can write the equa-
tion (4.19) as

i⃗kj
∂Ej(z)
∂z

ei(k⃗j r⃗−ωjt) = 1
ϵc2

∂2P (r⃗, t)
∂t2

(4.21)

Taking care of the non-linear polarization, we have omitted the terms pro-
portional to the linear polarization index n: supposing the medium as non-
dissipative, this can be simply reported to a new definition of the phase
during the propagation over a length L.

We have now to substitute the expression of the field in the equation (4.20)
and we look for the term that has the same spatial and temporal dependence
of the first term. In addition, to simplify the problem we consider that we
are going to obtain the light for the pump and for the probe from the same
laser, so ωa = ωb = ω. Now, by conserving the terms that verify the phase
matching condition

2k⃗p − k⃗a − k⃗b = 0 (4.22)

we obtain the following equations

ka
∂Ea(z)
∂z

ei(k⃗ar⃗−ωat) = i
ω

c
(κEa(z) + ηE ∗

b (z)) (4.23a)

kb
∂Eb(z)
∂z

ei(k⃗br⃗−ωbt) = i
ω

c
(κEb(z) + ηE ∗

a (z)) (4.23b)

where

κ = 3χ(3)ω

4ϵ0c
|Ep|2 (4.24a)

η = 3χ(3)ω

4ϵ0c
Ep

2 (4.24b)

we can solve the system (4.23) by precising the boundary conditions. To
keep the formalism simple, we make the hypothesis of a huge pump and no
depletion1: we consider the pump amplitude independent from z. Now we
can perform the following variable changes:

Ẽj = Eje
−iκz (4.25)

Remembering that we have assumed χ(3) to be real, this can be simply bring
it back to a phase change on the fields Ea and Eb. Therefore we can write

1The first hypothesis is generally well verified. The second one (no depletion) it’s often
non verified. Anyway, this simplified theory let us understand the general mechanism of
the process.
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the equations (4.23) in the form

∂

∂z

(
Ẽa

Ẽa

)
=
(

0 iη
−iη∗ 0

)(
0 iη
−iη∗ 0

)
(4.26)

By solving the system with the initial conditions Ẽa(0) = Ẽin and Ẽb(0) = 0
we arrive to the result

Ẽa(z) = Ẽin cosh (|η| z) (4.27a)

Ẽb(z) = i
η

|η|
Ẽ ∗

in sinh (|η| z) (4.27b)

As the changing of phase is not connected with the intensity we can write⏐⏐⏐Ẽa(L)
⏐⏐⏐2 =

⏐⏐⏐Ẽin

⏐⏐⏐2 cosh (|η|L) (4.28a)⏐⏐⏐Ẽb(L)
⏐⏐⏐2 =

⏐⏐⏐Ẽin

⏐⏐⏐2 sinh (|η|L) (4.28b)

or, if we want ⏐⏐⏐Ẽa(L)
⏐⏐⏐2 = G

⏐⏐⏐Ẽin

⏐⏐⏐2 (4.29a)⏐⏐⏐Ẽb(L)
⏐⏐⏐2 = (G− 1)

⏐⏐⏐Ẽin

⏐⏐⏐2 (4.29b)

with G = cosh (|η|L). We have obtained an amplification of the probe beam
and the generation of another beam, the conjugate.

Someone can argue that to verify the condition (4.22) having the same
frequency the beams have to be collinear.

Anyway, due to the natural width of the line, the process is possible also
for small angles, and his efficiency decreases for increasing angles. In order
to still verify the equation (4.22), choosing the z-axis along the pump, the k⃗b

will have the same z component of k⃗a but opposite x and y components.
This fact is experimentally well checked: we can see in the figure 4.5

the Fourier plan with the three beams at the exit of the cell, in the high
power configuration. As the phenomenon is connected with a two photon
interaction, we can see it only with a high non-linearity.

As the generation of the second order beam becomes more and more effi-
cient with smaller angles (it becomes important for Λ ∼ 1 mm corresponding
of an angle θ ∼ 1.5 mrad), it’s important to remove it from the signal in
order to see the shift also for large Λ. To do that we use a mask placed on
the Fourier plan, where the three beams are spatially separated, due to the
angle separation.
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Figure 4.5: Image of the Fourier plan in the high power setup, in which we
can easily see the pump, the probe and the conjugate beam, originated by
the four-wave mixing.
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An experimental problem in doing that is that, because of self defocusing
effects connected with non-linearity, the Fourier plan changes its position
between the high power and the low power configurations. So, by using a
fixed razor blade in the Fourier plan to remove the conjugate beam at high
power we have a disturbing out of focus blade in the low power setup and
vice versa. Fortunately as the conjugate beam generation is present only
with a strong non-linearity, we don’t have the necessity to filter it in the low
power setup (were the power is reduced by the filter by a factor 10−4); for
that reason we used a flip mounting, as the one used for flip the filter, to
“cut” the conjugate only in the high power configuration and to remove the
blade in the low power one.

4.2.3 Rubidium heating system
At a given temperature, higher than the liquefaction one, inside the cell there
is an equilibrium between the liquid and the vapour phase of rubidium, with
the metal that continuously evaporates and condensates inside the cell. In
order to have a good signal, we are obliged to keep the windows of the cell
clean from any drop of Rubidium, and for that the cell has a point that has
to be kept colder than the rest of the system. In this way, the vapour tends
to condensate there and to leave the windows clean. Anyway, this is not
enough, and to reach the goal we have to heat slightly more the windows
than the other surfaces of the cell. To do it I built, by using aluminum the
tube in figure 4.6 and I placed over it eight flexible electric heating elements.
Than I insulated it externally by using fibreglass and aluminum paper. In
this procedure, I had to take care of the following problems:

• The point has to be colder than the cell. For that, the heater of the
point was supplied separately from the other, in order to be able to
tune the temperature of the point and of the cell independently.

• The windows tend to be cooler, so it’s important to heat them more
than the body of the cell.

• A longer tube insulates better the windows, but it works also as a
radiator, creating convective motions around itself and disturbing in
this way the measurements.

Keeping in mind all this, to find the right way to heat the system is a
quite complicated empirical problem. In addition, once we have heated it,
we need to know the temperature of the vapour. This is not trivial as we
have two temperatures (both measured outside the cell): the temperature of
the cold point and the temperature of the cell itself.
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Figure 4.6: The home-made tube of the Rubidium cell. The cold point of the
cell is still visible on the top, while the body of the cell is closed inside the
aluminum tube to uniformly diffuse the heat. On the left the scissors used
to make the mortises to keep the cans in position without using tapes, on
the right the heating gun used to manually clean the windows when needed

To solve this problem Dhruv Sharma, the other student of the group,
studied the effective temperature of the system using the Doppler broadening
of the lines, and elaborated a calibration curve showed in figure 4.7 that allows
us to calibrate the measured temperature Tm with the effective temperature
Teff of the atoms obtaining

Teff = 0, 931 · Tm. (4.30)

This is a good approximation in our working range (120 ℃-160 ℃) and give
us the information on the temperature with an absolute incertitude of 3 ℃.
In the following of this work, we I speak of temperature, I make reference of
the effective temperature of the atoms.

4.3 Automatizing process
For each measurement, we need to take four images, the signal (pump and
probe) and the background (only pump) for the low and the high power
setup. We need to take them “fast” in order to remove the errors due to
fluctuations in the position of the laser beam. So, we automatized the whole
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Figure 4.7: Calibration curve for the temperature elaborated by Dhruv
Sharma. In green the experimental data, in violet the fitted calibration
curve.

process, using a computer to control the movement of the filter and of the
shutter. The whole system is controlled via Matlab, running on an external
computer, connected with the two cameras and with a Raspberry-pi. The
time necessary to take the two critical signal images of the high-power and
the low-power setups is some tenths of a second, shorter than the fluctuation
observed. The whole measurement and data acquisition from the camera is
performed in some seconds.

4.3.1 Raspberry-Pi setup
Raspberry-Pi is an open source card-sized computer that is able to run most
of the Linux OS. We used a Raspberry-Pi 2 model B card equiped with a
900MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU.

Particularly it has a GPIO interface for outputs that makes simple to
interface it with the home-made shutter and the flipping mirror mounts used
for the filter and for the razor blade. It is possible to set up independently
each output pin of the GPIO interface, in two different states:
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state 0: This brings the pin at the same potential of the ground pins

state 1: This brings the pin at a tension of 3.3 V over the ground potential
In other word, the raspberry GPIO pins follow the standard CMOS logical
level: each pin can safely supply 16 mA, and all together not more than
50 mA; this means that the raspberry pins are intended to erogate tension
and we should take care to drew as few current as possible from them.

There is a Linux distribution from MathWorks for Raspberry-Pi which
includes some libraries to interface it directly with Matlab. We used that
distribution, adding some module to its kernel in order to use Raspberry-Pi
also to drive the first part of the experiment (the z-scan technique).

4.3.2 Shutter controlling
To cut the probe beam we used an inexpensive shutter as described by Todd
P. Meryrath[19], with little adjustments. Basically it is a solenoid relay with
a razor blade glued on the moving part. The relay is driven by the circuit
showed in figure 4.8: when the pin is switched on the capacitor initially
provides enough current to move the blade, after that only a smaller current
is needed to keep it in position.

4.3.3 Controlling flipping mounts
To control the mounts used to flip the filter and the blade to clear the Fourier
plan from the conjugate beam, we have to send them a TTL signal. The
Raspberry has Mosfet output signal at 3.3 V, that should be enough for the
TTL standard: anyway, to avoid possible problems, I built the circuit showed
in figure 4.9 to convert the 3.3 V signal in a 5 V one.

4.3.4 Matlab code
As told before, the automatization of the measurement process is made with
a Matlab code. The code controls the acquisition of the images from the
camera and the movements of the shutter, the filter and the razor blade to
block the conjugate. The complete code is reported and explained in the
Appendix.

4.4 Data processing and Analysis
For each measurement, we took four images of the cell exit plan: two with
the high power configuration and two with the low power one. For both high
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Figure 4.8: Scheme of the circuit used to control the shutter. The digital
input is provided by a Raspberry PI digital pin and the output is connected
to the solenoid of the relay.

OA
+

_

Figure 4.9: Scheme of the circuit used to control the flipping mounts, with
R1 = R2 = 1 kΩ and R3 = R4 = 1.5 kΩ. With this circuit we have
Vout = 1.5Vin adapting in this way a 3.3V input signal to a 5V output one.
We used a TL081 Operational Amplifier.

and low power, we took an image with the pump and the probe, and another
one with only the pump, subtracting then the second one to the first one.
In this way we obtained two images with only the modulation over them.
Looking to that images, we can see some interesting effects.

Making reference to the figure 4.10, we have on the upper line the im-
age corresponding to the low power setup, and on the lower line the image
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Figure 4.10: Low (top) and high (bottom) power cell images for a
δ = 1.2 GHz, a pump power of 125 mW and a probe power of 2mW . In
the low power setup they are both reduced of a factor 10−4. The tempera-
ture of the cell was 120℃ and the beam size 6 mm2

corresponding to the high power setup.
We can see on the figure 4.10 the effects of the non-linearity:

• firstly, we note the effect of the self-defusing, enlarging the size of the
beam between the low-power (upper line) and the low-power (lower
line) setups;

• then we note that the lines on the high-power image (lower line) are
shifted on the left respect to the low-power ones, and a little curved.

The shift on the left is expected from the direction we imposed to the
fluid. The curvature visible on the signal is due to the fact that the laser
profile is gaussian, and the intensity decrease with the distance from the
center: with less intensity we have also a smaller effect of non-linearity and,
as a result, less shift. This is a clear evidence, on the same image, of the shift
of the franges due to the non-linearity.

The second step to extract the interference pattern is to integrate the
center of the images along the y-axis. The result of that integration is showed
in figure 4.11: we can clearly see a shift between the two interference patterns.

To simplify the measure of that shift, we can smooth that signal and then
use the Hilbert transform to decouple the oscillation and the envelope.
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The Hilbert function separates the envelope (called also instantaneous
amplitude) and instantaneous phase returning a sequence called analitic sig-
nal sa. This is a function that can be expressed as

sa(t) = sm(t)eiϕ(t) (4.31)

where we can define:

• sm(t) def= |sa(t)| as the instantaneous amplitude or envelope,

• ϕ(t) def= arg [sa(t)] as the instantaneous phase.
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Figure 4.11: Result of integration over y. δ = 1.2 GHz, a pump power of
125 mW and a probe power of 2 mW. The temperature of the cell was 120 ℃
and the beam size 6 mm2

After having smoothed the patterns extracted with the integration, we derive
their analytic signal, then we divies the patterns itsef by their instantaneous
amplitudes. In this way we remove the Gaussian envelope, keeping only the
phase information.

The result is showed in figure 4.12: as we can see, now we have a signal
that is easier to analyze, it but still contains all the information needed (the
wavelength and the shift). In this figure we can clearly see that the shift is not
constant over x: that’s the same effect we have seen before along the y axis
and it’s due to the Gaussian profile of the pump: as the shift is related to
the power of the pump, when the power decreases the shift becomes smaller.
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Figure 4.12: Result of integration over y, smoothing and reshaping.
δ = 1.2 GHz, Pump power 125 mW, Probe power 2 mW. The temperature of
the cell was 120 ℃ and the beam size 6 mm2

4.5 Results
We have chosen to work at 130℃ and with the laser 1.23 GHz red-detuned
from the 5S 1

2
F = 2 → 5S 3

2
F = 3 line of 87Rb, as it appeared a good

compromise to maximize the non-linearity. The resulting graph of the shift
as a function of the wavelength is shown in figure 4.13.

By looking at it we can see that the shift increases linearly with the
wavelength, as expected. Anyway, we couldn’t see any saturation of the shift,
so we are not able to verify the behaviour predicted by the equation (4.10).
This is due to the fact that the non-linearity is not large enough.

To solve this problem, we can increase the temperature of the cell, in-
creasing at the same time the detuning to avoid too much absorption. In
this way, we will have an exponential gain in the non-linearity due to the
temperature increasing, at the price of a linear reduction with the detuning.
We should have, in this way, a net increase on the non linearity that should
allow us to see the shift saturation.

We performed with the same experimental setup a new set of measure-
ments working at 142 ℃ at 2 GHz of detuning from the usual 5S 1

2
F = 2 →

5S 3
2
F = 3 line of 87Rb and with an incident pump power of 200 mW. The

results are shown in figure 4.14. It’s important to notice that this are prelim-
inary results very promising in view of the observation of the shift saturation.
We are confident that further improvements will confirm a saturation on the
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Figure 4.13: The observed shift in function of the wavelength Λ of the mod-
ulation, both in pixels. The detuning δ was 1.24 GHz, the power of the
probe 2mW and the power of the pump 125mW . The temperature of the
cell 120 ℃. For each wavelength the measurement was repeated more times.

shift and we are confident that a further analysis will confirm the superfluidty
effects.

Another important observation we can do is that the non-linear effect
produces an important defocusing of the beam, inducing a variation of the
non linearity along the cell. This effect, which prevents a simple exstimation
of the healing length, was not taken in account in the theoretical simulations.
A deeper study is necessary in this sense.
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Figure 4.14: The preliminary results showing the shift as a function of the
wavelength Λ of the modulation, both in pixels. The detuning δ was 2 GHz,
and the power of the pump 200mW . The temperature of the cell was 142 ℃.
We can see the saturation effect for Λ > 300 px
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

I have shown a simple method to estimate the non linearity of the rubidium,
and developed a software that can be used for future applications. Using a
cell of known size, it can give a real precise measure of the non linearity of
the medium.

With respect to the experiment proposed in section 4.1 I have shown
that the shift between the low-power and the high-power setups increases
with the wavelength as we expect from the equation(4.10), and this is an
encouraging signal. Anyway, due to experimental problems, we have not seen
the saturation of the shift, that will be the clear indication of the superfluid
behaviour. This is due to the fact that the non-linearity is not large enough.
The improvement on the setup has to go in the direction of increasing the
non linearity, and there are some way to do it.

Increasing the temperature is the cheaper one, as the non-linearity de-
pends on it exponentially. To avoid too much absorption the detuning from
the line can be increased as explained in section 4.5, and the new measure-
ments shown seem really promising in this sense showing in the preliminary
results the expected saturation of the shift.

If this will be not sufficent, we could try also to reduce the length of the
cell, being careful to respect the limit fixed by the equation(4.8). We used
a 20 cm long cell: changing it with a 10 cm one, will reduce the absorption
allowing us to use higher temperatures and to reach higher atomic densities.

In a second step,the use of an isotopically pure cell should supply a better
non-linearity. Actually, with our cell containing two isotopes, we are forced
to work red-detuned from the less abundant (28 %) 87Rb, but far from the
line of the more abundant (72 %) 85Rb: in this way the atoms giving a strong
effect on the non linearity are only a little part of the atoms in the rubidium
vapour. With an isotopically pure cell, instead, we could work near of the
85Rb line, with all the atoms of the vapour contributing to the non linearity.

73
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Once solved this problems, our system should be more flexible that the
one realized by David Vocke and Daniele Faccio[5], as the locality of the
linear medium allows a fine control of the system. For example, it should be
possible to modify locally the non-linear index by changing the population
of the atoms in the ground state, and this simply exciting another transition
with a resonant laser beam. This is the analogous of inserting an obstacle on
the flow of the fluid. This flexibility could allow, once proved the superfluid
regime, to perform the experiments proposed by Iacopo Carusotto [6] and
described in the section 1.5.



Appendix A

Codes used to perform the
z-scan

Here we present the codes and the procedure used to make work the first part
of the experiment (the one used to measure the non linearity). To control
that part, we started with a computer running “scientific debian”, a Debian
distribution thought to be used in scientific application. Anyway, after a
while we realized that there was no need of having a standard computer
doing it, and we moved to a cheaper and compact Raspberry-Pi1 computer.
The Raspberry-Pi is a single board computer with a size of 8.6 cm×5.6cm and
with a cost of around 30e that normally runs a lightweight Linux distribution
called “Raspbian”. So, to set it up, the first thing is to install an OS on his
memory: to do this operation we used Matlab, that installs a modified version
of “Rasbian” easy to control via network with a standard computer running
matlab.

Passed this step, we need to provide to the Raspberry the Kernel modules
needed to interface the instruments via the usbtmc protocol. usbtmc is
a kernel module providing a simple communication protocol supported by
lots of instruments, and specifically by the Rigol Oscilloscope and the Rigol
Spectrum Analyzer we have in laboratory. It allows talking to instruments
in a language very similar to the GPIB, sending them simple strings of text.
The instrument is recognized by the Operating System as a file: to receive
information from the instrument we read it, and to send information we write
on it. Therefore, due to the cheapness and the simplicity of the method, I
used the usbtmc interface to control both the oscilloscope and the spectrum
Analyzer, and written a C program to do it.

Unfortunatly the Thorlabs translation stage used to move the cell to

1exactly, we used a Raspberry-Pi model B of second generation
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perform the z-scan does not support this type of communication, and the
producer does not provide any type of linux driver, but only a description of
a binary protocol. To solve the problem, I chose to use a code in Pyton that,
with some limitation, provides a simple interface to the Thorlabs stage. This
code, called PyAPT was written by Shuning Bian and it’s accessible on the
internet. It has some dependencies from other Linux packages that we need
to satisfy before using it.

The measurement system works then like that:

• A Bash script is lanced by the user, it controls both the Pyton and the
C code.

• The script use the Pyton code and starts the movement of the lens,
supposing it to be at the initial position.

• The script lances the C program, that starts the oscilloscope and reads
the spectrum analyzer. The Oscilloscope timebase is set in way that it
takes 20 s to perform a scan, a time sliglty longer than the time needed
to the lens to reach the opposite part of the translation stage.

• When the oscilloscopes terminates a scan, the C code reads the two
traces of the oscilloscope with the z-scan signal and the absorption one,
and saves them in a directory with a progressive number.

• The program exits and the Bash script orders to the script to bring the
stage back to its initial position.

In each directory the code saves different files.

beatment.gpt Contains three columns with the data from the spectrum analyzer,
taken at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the measurement
in a text format readable by Gnuplot.

zscanning.gpt Contains two columns with the data from the oscilloscope in a text
format readable by Gnuplot.

loginfo.txt Contains the information given by the user of the the program, as the
power of the laser and the temperature of the cell.

In the following, the printout of the codes are presented section by section.
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A.1 Script “script.sh”
This is a short script allowing the user to check which instrument is connected
to which file. Every time a new usbtmc device is connected the system it
gives him a progressive number: as we have two instruments connected to
the computer we need to verify which one is related to the file usbtmc0 and
which to the file usbtmc1. This script asks to the usbtmc0 instrument to
present himself, and print the answer on the terminal. As it uses a very
simple method, at the end it gives a timeout error due to the fact that the
cat command on the last line doesn’t find an “End Of File” character. To
work properly, it needs to be run with superuser permissions. The listing of
this script follows.

1 # /bin/bash
2 echo "the␣pass␣is␣’exciton ’"
3 sudo chmod 777 /dev/usbtmc0 && sudo chmod 777 /dev/

usbtmc1
4 echo "*IDN?"> /dev/usbtmc0
5 echo ""
6 echo "The␣following␣is␣the␣channel␣0:"
7 echo "don ’t␣care␣about␣the␣timeout␣error"
8 echo "you␣may␣have␣to␣wait␣2␣seconds."
9 cat /dev/usbtmc0

A.2 Script “program.sh”
The script firstly performs two security controls: the first one is that the
user has supplied the four parameters needed. This parameters contains the
informations needed to the C program to execute, and saved in the loginfo.txt
file. The choice to pass them via a single command on the terminal allows to
recall the previous command simply pressing the “up arrow” on the keyboard,
giving to the user a faster way to interface the program. To work properly,
this script needs to be run with superuser permissions.

1 # /bin/bash
2
3 if test -n "$1" && test -n "$2" && test -n"$3" && test

-n "$4"; then
4 if test -n "$5"; then
5 echo "you␣should␣supply␣4␣parameters␣and␣not␣more"
6 ./ program.out
7 else
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8 echo "the␣pass␣is␣’exciton ’";
9 if sudo echo ""; then

10 sudo chmod 777 /dev/usbtmc0 && sudo chmod 777 /dev/
usbtmc1 && sudo python ./pyAPT -master/gotoNotCheck.
py 45832743 0 &

11 pid=$!
12 ./ program.out $1 $2 $3 $4
13 wait $pid
14 echo "bringing␣back␣the␣stage"
15 sudo chmod 777 /dev/usbtmc0 && sudo chmod 777 /dev/

usbtmc1 && sudo python ./pyAPT -master/gotoNotCheck.
py 45832743 300;

16 else
17 echo "wrong␣sudo␣password"
18 fi
19
20 fi
21 else
22 echo "you␣should␣supply␣4␣parameters␣and␣not␣less"
23 ./ program.out
24 fi

A.3 Program “Program.c”
This is the most complex program of this part, and it needs to be explained
step by step to be easily understood.

As any C program we start with some file inclusion, some constant defi-
nitions, and a prototype:

1 # include <stdio.h>
2 # include <string.h>
3 # include <stdlib.h>
4 # include <sys/stat.h>
5 # include <sys/types.h>
6 # include <unistd.h>
7 # include <sys/time.h>
8 # include <time.h>
9

10 # define INCRCHAR 50
11 # define CHARFILENAME 100
12 # define MDEPTH 1208
13 # define INCR 250000
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14 # define LUNGDATETIMEGLOB 100
15
16 char* SendRead(FILE* id, char* command , int* count);

We will now analyze separately the two functions of the program, starting
from the main.

A.3.1 main function
The main function, as usual in C programs takes two values in input: the
first one argc is the counter of the number of arguments passed from the
terminal, the second one is a vector pointing to the strings containing this
arguments.

18 int main(int argc , char **argv)
19 {

Now we have the definitions of the variables used in the code. It is a good
habit to define them at the beginning of the function.

20 char *info;
21 char *nomeFileAn , *nomeFileOsc , *bufferStart , *

bufferStop , *strtok_help;
22 char *spectStart ,*spectStop ,* spectPoints ,* spectSpan;
23 char *nameOFileSco , *nameOFileAn , *nameOFileLog , *path

;
24 int count=0, countSpect , i, numProg;
25 char *spectCurve1 , *spectCurve2 , *spectCurve3 , *

scopePreamb1 , *scopePreamb2;
26 char *str1 , *str2 , *str3;
27 unsigned char *scopeCurve1 , *scopeCurve2;
28 char dateTimeGlob[LUNGDATETIMEGLOB ];
29 FILE * scope , *OFileSco , *OFileAn , *OFileLog;
30 FILE * spect;
31 FILE * logs;
32 time_t now;
33 struct tm *now_s;

Having a fast look on the variables, we have:

info used to store the status of the oscilloscope;

nomeFileAn, nomeFileOsc used to store the name of the System files
corresponding to the Spectrum Analyzer and to the Oscilloscope;
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bufferStart, bufferStop strings used to set up the start and the stop point
for the oscilloscope buffer: they will contains commands to be sent to
the oscilloscope;

strtok help used to store a each number of the spectrometer curve;

path, nameOFileSco, nameOFileAn, nameOFileLog used to store the
path of the directory and the names of the output files: respectively
the file with the z-scan curve, the file with the beat note curve, and the
log file;

count, countSpect, i, numProg integer variables: the first one reads each
time how many characters are returned from the oscilloscope, the sec-
ond one is the same but used for the spectrometer, i is standard counter
and numProg is the will progressive number increasing each time the
measurement is performed;

*spectCurve1, *spectCurve2, *spectCurve3 used to store the three curves
read from the spectrum analyzer.

*scopePreamb1, *scopePreamb2 that contains the information given from
the oscilloscope for the two traces (preamble)

*str1, *str2, *str3 that are the same as the token but used for reading the
spectrometer curves

*scopeCurve1, *scopeCurve2 used to store the curves read from the os-
cilloscope, respectively from the channel 1 and the channel 2;

scope, spect that represent the pseudo-files used to talk with the instru-
ments;

OFileSco, OFileAn, OFileLog that represent the output files for the re-
sults (respectively oscilloscope, Spectrum Analyzer and Log file)

logs that represent file used to store the progressive number;

now, now s that are variables used to read the clock;

After this, the program performs a control on the number of arguments
passed, and prints an help message if there are too few arguments:

34
35 if(argc < 3){
36 printf("\nThis␣is␣the␣help:␣\n"
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37 "you␣should␣provide␣this␣format\n"
38 "%s␣<NAnalizer >␣<NOsci >␣<Temp >␣<laserPow >\n"
39 "--The␣first␣argument␣should␣be␣the␣number␣of

␣the␣Specrtum␣Analizer\n"
40 "--Tne␣second␣one␣the␣number␣of␣the␣

oscilloscope .\n"
41 "--The␣third␣one␣is␣the␣temperature␣and␣will␣

be␣recorded\n\n"
42 "--The␣last␣one␣the␣power␣of␣the␣laser␣and␣

will␣be␣recorded␣too\n\n"
43
44 "The␣mesurment␣name␣by␣default␣it␣is␣given␣by

␣a␣progressive␣number\n\n"
45 "tip:␣with␣./ script.sh␣you␣should␣be␣able␣\n"
46 "to␣see␣who␣has␣the␣number␣0\n"
47 "the␣otherone␣has␣the␣number␣1\n\n", argv [0])

;
48 return 0;
49 }

Now the allocation of the memory for the strings:

51 nomeFileAn=calloc(CHARFILENAME ,sizeof(char));
52 nomeFileOsc=calloc(CHARFILENAME ,sizeof(char));
53 bufferStop=calloc(CHARFILENAME ,sizeof(char));
54 bufferStart=calloc(CHARFILENAME ,sizeof(char));
55 nameOFileSco=calloc(CHARFILENAME ,sizeof(char));
56 nameOFileAn=calloc(CHARFILENAME ,sizeof(char));
57 nameOFileLog=calloc(CHARFILENAME ,sizeof(char));
58 path=calloc(CHARFILENAME ,sizeof(char));

The following commands reads the time and the calendar, to store the infor-
mation in the log file:

60 // time reading
61 now= time(NULL);
62 now_s= gmtime (&now);
63 strftime(dateTimeGlob , LUNGDATETIMEGLOB ,
64 "TIME␣INFO:␣%d-%m-%Y␣TIME␣%Hh%Mm%Ss", now_s);

We allocates the memory to store the signal from the oscilloscope:

65
66 scopeCurve1=calloc(MDEPTH +10, sizeof(char));
67 scopeCurve2=calloc(MDEPTH +10, sizeof(char));
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Now the program opens the file to read and store the progressive number,
and reads it. Than tries to write on it the following number. If it fails in
some way, it prints an error.

68 logs=fopen("./logs/last.dat","r");
69 if(logs==NULL){
70 perror("file␣’last.dat’␣opening␣error.␣If␣it\n"
71 "doesn ’t␣exixst␣create␣it␣in␣ ’./logs/last.dat

’");
72 return -1;
73 }
74 if(fscanf(logs ,"%d" ,&numProg)==EOF){
75 perror("file␣’last.dat’␣reading␣error.\n"
76 "␣Plase␣make␣shure␣it␣contains␣an␣integer␣

number .\n");
77 return -1;
78 }
79 fclose(logs);
80 numProg ++;
81 logs=fopen("./logs/last.dat","w");
82 if(logs==NULL){
83 perror("file␣’last.dat’␣writing␣opening␣error.␣If␣it

\n"
84 "doesn ’t␣exixst␣create␣it␣in␣ ’./logs/last.dat

’");
85 return -1;
86 }
87 if(fprintf(logs ,"%d\n",numProg)==EOF){
88 perror("file␣’last.dat’␣writing␣error.\n"
89 "Good␣luck␣to␣understand␣why!");
90 }

We create now the directory to store the files. If it exists already, or other
problems occurs, it prints and error message:

92 sprintf(path , "Measure/measure %.3d",numProg);
93 if(mkdir(path ,S_IRWXU)==-1){
94 perror("error␣in␣making␣directory");
95 return -1;
96 };

We create now the strings containing the names of the files for the output
and for talking with the instruments:

96 };
97 sprintf(nameOFileSco ,"%s/%s",path ,"zscanning.gpt");
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98 sprintf(nameOFileAn , "%s/%s",path ,"beatment.gpt");
99 sprintf(nameOFileLog , "%s/%s",path ,"logInfo.txt");

100
101 strncat( nomeFileAn ,"/dev/usbtmc", 100);
102 strncat( nomeFileAn ,argv[1], 100);
103 strncat( nomeFileOsc ,"/dev/usbtmc", 100);
104 strncat( nomeFileOsc ,argv[2], 100);

We create the strings containing the path of the files we need, and we open
them:

106 spect= fopen(nomeFileAn , "rw+");
107 scope= fopen(nomeFileOsc , "rw+");
108 OFileSco=fopen(nameOFileSco ,"w");
109 OFileAn=fopen(nameOFileAn ,"w");
110 OFileLog=fopen(nameOFileLog ,"w");
111
112 printf ("scope=%s\n",nomeFileOsc);
113 printf ("SpectAn =%s\n",nomeFileAn);

We start a single acquisition with the oscilloscope. We will have a deeper
look on the function SendRead in the follow, for the moment the important
thing to note is that it sends the command passed as second argument to
the device identified with the first argument, and returns a pointer to the
answer from the device himself. Note that it has to be already configured in
the right way (acquisition time, scale).

115
116 SendRead(scope ,":SING" ,&count); // starts a single

aquisition

After it, we can do everything else: the oscilloscope acquisition takes around
20 s, so the program has some time to perform other things. We write down
the log file with the information written by the user and the date and the
time we read before. Then we read the spectrum analyzer setup, and we
store it to write it later in the spectrum analyzer file.

117 /* Because this is quite long ,
118 I put here everything we have to do in the middle */
119
120 fprintf(OFileLog ,"Temperature␣was:␣%s\n",argv [3]);
121 fprintf(OFileLog ,"Laser␣Power␣was:␣%s\n",argv [4]);
122 fprintf(OFileLog ,"%s\n\n", dateTimeGlob);
123 spectStart=SendRead(spect ,":FREQ:STAR?" ,&count );
124 spectSpan=SendRead(spect ,":FREQ:SPAN?" ,&count);
125 spectPoints=SendRead(spect ,":SWE:POIN?",&count);
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126 spectStop=SendRead(spect ,":FREQ:STOP?" ,&count);
127
128 spectCurve1=SendRead(spect , ":TRACE?␣TRACE1", &

countSpect); // acquires the spectrum curve

Now we need to receive information from the instruments. First of all we read
the spectrum analyzer file, then we wait for the oscilloscope to end, asking
each second if it is ready to give us the data or not. It is expected to take
approximately 20 s, so, as we want the beat note signal also in the middle
of the measurement to verify that it is not changed, we take it again after
approximately 10 s. When the oscilloscope has done with the measurement,
we take for the last time the beat note signal from the spectrum analyzer.
The code for all this is

129
130 printf("Data␣Aquiring␣in␣progress ...␣\n");
131 int timeCounter =0;
132 while (1) // waits for the scope the end of the data

acquiring
133 {
134 sleep (1);
135 timeCounter ++;
136 if (timeCounter ==10) spectCurve2=SendRead(spect , "

:TRACE?␣TRACE1", &countSpect); // acquires the
spectrum curve

137 info= SendRead(scope ,":TRIG:STAT?" ,&count);
138 if(info [0]== ’S’) break;
139 }
140 spectCurve3=SendRead(spect , ":TRACE?␣TRACE1", &

countSpect); // acquires the spectrum curve

Now the program needs to inform the user that it has done whit the mea-
surement and it is going to acquire and store the data

141 printf("Measurement␣Completed.␣Acquiring␣data␣in␣
progress ...␣\n");

It proceeds now to saving the beat-note information it the relative file. The
strings from the spectrum analyzer are separated in numbers that are then
printed in columns.

142
143 fprintf(OFileAn ,
144 "#INFO:␣\n"
145 "#␣␣␣␣␣start =%s#␣stop=␣%s#\n"
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146 "#␣␣␣␣␣total␣points =%s␣#␣span=%s\n",
spectStart , spectStop ,spectPoints ,spectSpan
);

147
148 fprintf(OFileAn ,
149 "#please␣take␣the␣following␣times␣as␣

indication ,␣not␣given␣with␣big␣precision\n"
150 "#diffrent␣implementation␣is␣needed␣to␣have␣

precise␣time␣indication");
151
152 fprintf(OFileAn ,"#0s\t␣10s\t␣20s\n");
153 for (i = 0; 1; ++i)
154 {
155 strtok_help=strtok_r(spectCurve1 ,",␣",&str1);
156 spectCurve1=NULL;
157
158 if (strtok_help ==NULL) break;
159
160 fprintf(OFileAn ,"%s␣\t%s␣\t%s\n",
161 strtok_help ,
162 strtok_r(i==0? spectCurve2:NULL ,",␣" ,&str2)

,
163 strtok_r(i==0? spectCurve3:NULL ,",␣" ,&str3)

);
164 }
165
166 putc(’\n’,OFileAn);

We proceed now to read the information from the oscilloscope. Depending
from the resolution of it, we could need to read his information in little parts,
asking him for a certain number of data of the memory. This, of course, for
each channel.

167
168 SendRead(scope , ":WAV:SOUR␣CHAN1", &count);
169
170 SendRead(scope , ":WAV:MODE␣NORM", &count);
171 scopePreamb1=SendRead(scope ,":WAVeform:PREamble?", &

count);
172
173
174 long int start =0;
175 long int stop =0;
176
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177 while (1)
178 {
179 stop =(( stop+INCR <MDEPTH)?(stop+INCR):MDEPTH);
180 sprintf(bufferStart ,"%s␣%ld",":WAV:STAR␣", start);
181 sprintf(bufferStop ,"%s␣%ld",":WAV:STOP␣", stop);
182
183 SendRead(scope , bufferStart , &count);
184 SendRead(scope , bufferStop , &count);
185 int debug;
186
187 debug= fputs(":WAV:DATA?", scope);
188 if(debug ==-1){
189 perror("Error␣in␣asking␣command␣from␣the␣scope")

;
190 return -1;
191 }
192
193 fflush(scope);
194 for(i=start;i<stop;i++) {
195 scopeCurve1[i]= fgetc(scope);
196
197 }
198 if (stop== MDEPTH) break;
199 start=stop;
200 }
201
202 SendRead(scope , ":WAV:SOUR␣CHAN2", &count);
203
204 SendRead(scope , ":WAV:MODE␣NORM", &count);
205 scopePreamb2=SendRead(scope ,":WAVeform:PREamble?", &

count);
206
207 start =0;
208 stop =0;
209
210 while (1)
211 {
212 stop =(( stop+INCR <MDEPTH)?(stop+INCR):MDEPTH);
213
214 sprintf(bufferStart ,"%s␣%ld",":WAV:STAR␣", start);
215 sprintf(bufferStop ,"%s␣%ld",":WAV:STOP␣", stop);
216
217 SendRead(scope , bufferStart , &count);
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218 SendRead(scope , bufferStop , &count);
219 int debug;
220
221 debug= fputs(":WAV:DATA?", scope);
222 if(debug ==-1){
223 perror("Error␣in␣asking␣command␣from␣the␣scope")

;
224 return -1;
225 }
226
227 fflush(scope);
228
229 for(i=start;i<stop;i++) {
230 scopeCurve2[i]= fgetc(scope);
231 }
232 if (stop== MDEPTH) break;
233 start=stop;
234 }
235
236
237 fprintf(OFileSco ,"#%s\n",scopePreamb1);
238 fprintf(OFileSco ,"#%s\n",scopePreamb2);
239 for(i=0;i<11;i++) fprintf(OFileSco , "%c", scopeCurve1[

i]);
240 fprintf(OFileSco , "\n");
241 for(i=0;i<11;i++) fprintf(OFileSco , "%c", scopeCurve2[

i]);
242 fprintf(OFileSco , "\n");
243 fprintf(OFileSco ,"#channel1␣\tchannel2\n");
244 fprintf(OFileSco ,"#␣closed␣␣\t␣␣open␣␣\n");
245
246 for(i=11;i<MDEPTH;i++) fprintf(OFileSco , "%d␣\t%d\n",

scopeCurve1[i],scopeCurve2[i]);

Finally, it is important to close the files we used, to force the system to really
write things it has in memory.

248 fclose(OFileSco);
249 fclose(OFileAn);
250 fclose(OFileLog);
251
252 fclose(spect);
253 fclose(scope);
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254 printf ("Everything␣is␣OK.␣Done.␣File␣saved␣in␣’%s’␣
directory\n", path);

255 return 0;
256 }

A.3.2 SendRead function
This is the function that allows to send a command to an instrument and to
read the answer from the instrument itself. It accepts as input some variables:

id is a file identifier, as explained in the comment, the file needs to be still
open. It identifies the instrument we are talking to.

command is a string containing the command to pass to the instrument: the set
of commands that is possible to pass and their format is written in the
instrument programming manual.

count is a pointer to the counter which will be set with the number of char-
acters read from the answer. I’ve not used it in this program, but it
can be useful to perform some error check.

It returns the pointer to the answer returned from the instrument. The code
this time is quite simple.

258 char* SendRead(FILE* id, char* command , int* count){
259
260 /* to use this function id should be still open.
261 * it sets count as the number of characters taken

from the instrument
262 * As the C considers a string as terminated when it

finds the 0 character
263 * if you have not a character string you should use

this number instead of
264 * the usual endofstring character */
265
266 fputs(command , id);
267
268 fflush(id);
269 sync();
270
271 int InDim=0, FinDim=0,i, j=0;
272 char* reponse=NULL;
273
274
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275 if(strchr(command , ’?’) != NULL ){
276 do{
277 if((j+1) >=FinDim){ //if needed allocates more

memory
278 FinDim += INCRCHAR;
279 reponse =(char*) realloc(reponse ,FinDim*sizeof(

char));
280 for ( i=InDim; i<FinDim; i++){ // inizialize the

memory
281 reponse[i]=0;
282 InDim=i;
283 }
284 }
285 (reponse)[j] = fgetc(id);
286
287 j++;
288 } while(reponse[j-1] != EOF && reponse[j-1]!= ’\n’);
289 reponse[j]=0;
290 }
291
292 *count=j;
293
294 return reponse;
295 }
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Appendix B

Shift data acquisition program

As explained in section 4.4 to perform the measurement of the shift we need
to perform four measurements with different setups of the filter, the razor
blade and the shutter and we need to perform them in a small delay of time
to reduce the influence of the fluctuations. For this reason we need to fully
automatize the process.

We has chosen to use Matlab to drive the experiment, and Raspberry-Pi
for communication with the simple components like the flipping mounting
and the shutter. Preliminary, we installed on Matlab the point grey modules
to control the camera acquisition.

Let’s call the four measurements with self explaining the names “high
power” and “low power” signal measurement and “high power” and “low
power” background measurements.

After some trials we had found that the more critical time is the time
between the high and the low power signal. As obvious, a fluctuation of
the background has a more little influence in the shift measurement than a
fluctuation of the signal.

B.1 Matlab script
Let’s now have a deeper look on the script that controls the experiment.
First of all we define some variables useful to perform the experiment.

1 tosave =0; %if 0 is not saving data
2 shutterTimeLP =60;
3 shutterTimeHP =0.08;
4
5 Ymin =1000;
6 Ymax =1050;

91
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Where

tosave is a variable that we set to 1 when we want to store the data, and to 0
when we are simply testing the experiment;

shutterTimeLP is the acquisition time of the camera in the low power mode;

shutterTimeHP is the acquisition time of the camera in the the high power mode;

Ymin, Ymax are the minimum and the maximum values used to perform the inte-
gration;

after that we perfom a check on the variable vid. If it is not defined it
means that we have not initialized yet the camera and we initialize it

9 if exist(’vid’,’var’)==0
10 vid = videoinput(’pointgrey ’, 1, ’

F7_Raw8_2048x2048_Mode0 ’);
11 src = getselectedsource(vid);
12 vid.FramesPerTrigger = 1;
13 vid.ROIPosition = [0 700 2048 700]; %[ XOffset YOffset

Width Height ]
14 end

We enable the preview to set up the gain, and stop it after a second.
16 preview(vid)
17 src.Gain =0;
18 pause (1)
19 stoppreview(vid)

Now we defines simply three variables that contains the Raspberry-Pi pin
numbers to which the filter, the shutter and the razor blade are connected:

Mirror1 controls the mirror mounts that moves the filter;

Mirror2 controls the mirror mounts that moves the razor blade;

Shutter controls the mirror mounts that moves the shutter.

22 Mirror1 =15;
23 Mirror2 =4;
24 Shutter =14;

As done for the camera, if the connection with the Raspberry-Pi is not still
initialized we create it.
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26 if exist(’mypi’,’var’)==0
27 % creates the connection with the raspberry if not

exists
28 mypi=raspi(’192.168.1.114 ’,’pi’,’raspberry ’);
29 configurePin(mypi ,Mirror2 ,’DigitalOutput ’)
30 configurePin(mypi ,Shutter ,’DigitalOutput ’)
31 configurePin(mypi ,Mirror1 ,’DigitalOutput ’)
32 end

Now we initialize the two Mirror mounting. They not flip with the logical
value but with the edge, so to ensure they are both in the right position we
need to send an edge (for example, to brig them down we need to set the
logical value of the pin to 1 and then to 0, to ensure a descending edge).

35
36 writeDigitalPin(mypi ,Mirror1 ,1);
37 writeDigitalPin(mypi ,Mirror2 ,0);
38
39 pause (0.5);
40 writeDigitalPin(mypi ,Mirror1 ,0);
41 writeDigitalPin(mypi ,Mirror2 ,1);
42 % System is initialized

Now we take the measurements:
43
44
45 % Low power with probe
46 src.Shutter =shutterTimeLP;
47 preview(vid);
48 start(vid);tic;
49 LowGross = getdata(vid);
50
51 % High power with probe
52 writeDigitalPin(mypi ,Mirror1 ,1); % remove filter before

the cell (high power)
53 src.Shutter =shutterTimeHP;
54 start(vid);toc;
55 HighGross = getdata(vid);
56
57 % High power no probe
58 writeDigitalPin(mypi ,Shutter ,0);%close Shutter
59 start(vid);
60 stoppreview(vid);
61 HighBack = getdata(vid);
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62
63 % Low power no probe
64 writeDigitalPin(mypi ,Mirror1 ,0);%put filter before the

cell (low power)
65 pause (0.3)
66 src.Shutter =shutterTimeLP;
67 start(vid);
68 LowBack = getdata(vid);

Once performed the elaboration, we proceed to some analysis useful to un-
derstand if the system is working or not. We firstly create the cleaned images,
subtracting the background

70
71 % Creating the usefull Data : Gross - Background
72 LowClean=double(LowGross)-double(LowBack);
73 HighClean=double(HighGross)-double(HighBack);

then we integrate the signal
75 % Integrated profile of the data
76 profileLP=sum(LowClean);
77 profileHP=sum(HighClean);

and we use the Hilbert function to extract the envelope and dividing the
signal for it, then we perform a smooth

83 envLP = abs(hilbertLP);
84 envHP = abs(hilbertHP);
85
86 envLPN = envLP/max(envLP);
87 envHPN = envHP/max(envHP);
88
89 frangeHP=smooth(profileHP ./abs(hilbert(profileHP)) ,50);
90 frangeLP=smooth(profileLP ./abs(hilbert(profileLP)) ,50);

The following part is used to show the results:
91
92 figure (2);
93 subplot (2,1,1); imagesc(LowClean);title(’Low␣power␣with

␣probe␣(bckg␣removed)’)
94 subplot (2,1,2); imagesc(HighClean);title(’High␣power␣

with␣probe␣(bckg␣removed)’)
95
96 figure (3);
97 subplot (2,1,1); imagesc(LowBack);title(’Low␣power␣no␣

probe’)
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98 subplot (2,1,2); imagesc(HighBack);title(’High␣power␣no␣
probe’)

99
100
101 figure (4);
102 grid on
103 xaxis =[0:2047];
104 subplot (2,1,1);plot(xaxis ,profileHP ,xaxis ,profileLP);

title(’Profile ’);legend(’High␣P’,’Low␣Power ’)
105 subplot (2,1,2);plot(xaxis ,frangeHP ,xaxis ,frangeLP);

title(’Profile␣after␣filtering ’);legend(’High␣P’,’Low
␣Power ’)

We open the shutter at the end of the measurement.
107 writeDigitalPin(mypi ,Shutter ,1);% open Shutter

We prepare everything to save the results with a progressive number easy to
note in the laboratory notebook

108
109 if exist(’iImg’,’var’)==0 %%if i does not exists it

create it
110 iImg =0;
111 elseif iImg <0
112 iImg =0;
113 end
114 iImg=iImg +1;
115 cond =0;
116 filename = sprintf(’%s_%d.mat’,’result ’,iImg);

We store the useful data in Matlab stuctures, and, if required at the begin-
ning, we save them in a file

126 if (tosave ==1)
127 while cond ==0 %just to be shure to don ’t overwrite

anything
128 if ( exist(filename)==2)
129 iImg=iImg +1;
130 filename = sprintf(’%s_%d.mat’,’result ’,iImg);
131 else
132 save(filename ,’datas ’,’iImg’,’profileHP ’,’

profileLP ’, ’frangeHP ’, ’frangeLP ’);
133 fprintf(’Data␣saved␣with␣the␣name␣%s\n’,

filename);
134 cond =1;
135 end
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136 end
137 else
138 fprintf(’NOT␣SAVED␣!!!!!!\n’);
139 end
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